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M iss M inette M oore

Professional Tap and Musical
Comedy Teicher, has taken charge
of our
Tap and Musical Comedy Teaching
Pupils enrolling this month will
permitted to take part in the
'winter recital.

Elise Allen Comer
School of the Dance
22 Brewster St.,
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 670
'

1 3 7 -tf

VOGUE
BEAUTY SHOP

The C ourier-G azette

-*•

•«.
The best use we can make of »
— good fortune Is to share It w ith »
our fellows.—Julian Hawthorne.
♦

•••

WILL OPEN SATURD’Y
at 84 PARK STREET

•••

NO C H O IC E Y E T
In
Council C ontest For T h is
District

EVENING APPOINTMENTS

Returns from the questionnaires
sent out by State Senator-elect Roy
L. Fernald for choice of a Repub
140-141
lican for member of the Gov
ernor's Council for 1935-36 ftom
Waldo County now total 375.
One hundred and eighty-eight
would now be necessary for a ma
FULL COURSE
jority of the questionnaires return
ed. and still no candidate has a
majority under first choice, nor by
ALL YOU CAN EAT
counting both first and second places.
AT
By counting first, second and
third choices the same two candi
dates, Dr. O. S. Vickery of Belfast

Tel. 1123-W
Mollie Russell Wynne

SPECIAL!

Thanksgiving D inner

TAVERN SPA
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
Served From 12.00 On

Turkey, Duck or Chicken
$1.00
Roast Pork,
65c
( f u ll course I

Telephone for Reservations
CAMDEN 8515
139-143

THANKSGIVING
BALL
W ednesday, Nov. 2 8
A uspices V. F. W. A uxiliary a t

OCEAN VIEW
BALL ROOM
F eaturing

Toddy Bridges and His
Rhythm Boys

FOR

THANKSGIVING
CHICKENS, FOWL,
DUCKS AND GEESE
Dressed To Order and
Delivered

MONROE’S
140-141

OLD

Prizes
Admission: Ladies, 25c. Men. 40c
141-142

TURKEY SHOOT
Thanksgiving
M orning
ROCKLAND
COUNTRY CLUB

WE BUY

GOLD

Clarence E. Daniels

JEWELER
370 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
78-tf

V olum e 8 9 ..................N um ber 141

THREE ( ENTS A COPY

T H E R O T A R IA N S

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable In
advance; alngle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon clrcula,lon and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882 The Free Press was established
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

(Formerly of Russell Beauty Shop, Vickery a n d Small L ead
Bangor)

Tel. 647-14

Rockland, M aine, Saturday, Novem ber 24, 1934

Charity Purposes
Auspices

THE FORTY CLl’B

THE PUBLIC WILL APPROVE
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was very much Impressed with the warning issued by Lieut.
A. W. Cushman recently In regard to speeding, and I feel at this time
th a t It should be followed by a
warning of a still more serious
nature. At the last term of Su
perior Court there were six cases
of drunken driving which had
been appealed from the Munici
pal Court. In addition to the
usual one hundred dollar fine,
this Court has adopted a new
policy of imposing a jail sen
tence in such cases.
In view of the fact th at liauor
is now being legally sold in this
State, great care must be taken
to keep our highways clear of
drunken drivers. I wish to go
on record as stating that from
this date I intend to prosecute
all cases of drunken driving fully
and to consistently ask for jail
sentences. If a case Is appealed
from the Municipal Court and
results in a conviction in the Su
perior Court I shall ask that a
greater jail sentence be imposed
than was given in the lower
court.
I shall not approve of proba
“I shall not approve of probation in tion in any such case.
drunken driving cases," says Coun
Jerome C. Burrows,
County Attorney
ty Attorney Burrows.

C elebrating
T hanksgiving
D ay, W ere H elped T herein
By R ev. Mr. M acD onald

Rotarians felt themselves hand
somely taken Into camp yesterday,
when Rev. J. C. MacDonald, invited
to be the speaker in connection with
the club's recognition of Thanksgiv
ing Day. gave to the subject an inti
mate and eloquent presentation that
evoked warm congratulations from
his attentive group of hearers. As a
time in which to enumerate one’s
blessings, Thanksgiving Day makes
particular appeal. It is a day upon
which to cour/ our blessings, the
speaker said, and it is possible to list
a great number of them to which
usually but little attention is paid—
these eyes of ours that see, the ears
that hear, the hands th at serve, the
taste for eating, these bodies in which
we live—all these are to be reckoned
among the blessings each should *
thankful for. Passing into the regions
of nature we encounter things mar
velous beyond description—things of
the earth and of the heavens; the
earth subdued to man's needs, the
air which he is conquering—all of
and Dr. A. M. Small of Freedom, the straw poll. Vickery leads Small, these things, both small and mighty
still have a preference of the m a 212 to 207, compared with 193 for had by us at the hands of a God
jority of the people who voted in Small and 181 for Vickery according whom too often we are trying to push
to the figures given Oct. 25.—Belfast out of our lives, but to whom in par
ticular on Thanksgiving Day men
Journal.
Front row, left to right: Vernon Raye, end: Herbert Poland, tackle: Abraham Small, guard; CoThis balloting will be watched should turn with grateful hearts for
Capt. Howard Crockett, center; Co-Capt.-Flect (obb Peterson, guard; Karl Rubenstein, Uckle; Edward
with interest here in Knox County, the blessings unnumbered that he
which is a part of that Councilor showers upon them.
Hellier. end.
Back row, left to right: Maurice Dondis, halfback; Co-Capt-Elect Samuel Glover, hallback; CoThe Rotarians have particular
District.
UNTIL YOU LEARN THE
fondness for Mr. McDonald who
Capt. John Karl, quartegback; Edward iTcd) Ladd, halfback; James Accardi, fullback.
BIG NEWS COMING SOON
several times has been their guest
Inset; Kenneth Morgan, guard.
speaker, and they let him know when
By defeating a number of the | Captain Karl called for the Statue of in the second half by making six first
his address was concluded how highly
downs to Thornton's two and nearly
500 TO 800 BUSHELS IN BAGS
they valued both the m atter and the strongest central and eastern Maine Liberty play.
scoring a touchdown in the last quar
Sept.
22
Rockland
visited
and
80 POUNDS NET
High School teams and losing only
manner of its presentation.
downed a scrappy Skowhegan eleven ter only to be stopped by the final
$1.25
to what is considered the best team 27 to 0. Hellier scored first on a whistle..
Fur coats lined and repaired
in the State iThcrnton Academy* i shovel pass. Karl scored next on a
Frank P. Clark, Houlton
Oct. 13, found the undefeated
Mrs. C. H. Merrifield. 362 Main 8t.
TO WAIT FOR
1 4P 142& 143
Rockland bases its claims on the beautiful off-tackle play. Accardi Brewer team against Rockland. The
M -tf
THE RIG NEWS TO BREAK
Eastern Maine football championship and Glover scored the last two touch first half Rackland could not get go
The feature of the season was the downs through some uunmerciful ing but in the second half Hellier and
pounding of the Skowhegan line. Rubenstein blocked a punt and Rocklast
game when Rccklar.d walloped
A H O L ID A Y S T A G E A T T R A C T IO N
The second and third teams were | land scored. The Old Statue of Llbthe undefeated Bar Harbor High used a great part of the game.
NEXT WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
, erty. with Ladd running it. scored
School team to the tune of 28 to 0
Oct. 29 saw Rockland swamp number two and Olover’s great run
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
There were eight lettermen when Crosby High School of Belfast 48 to 2. off tackle for 60 yards scored num
Rockland’s squad of 70 turned out The team work of Rockland was re ber three—and Rockland had defeat
for the first day of practice to Conch ! markable. especially since the Rock ed Brewer 19 to 0.
land backs were continually getting
Sam
Sezak
Oct 27 In a listless game, marked
PRESENTING
away
on long runs thanks to the bril
Sept. 15 Brunswick was downed b y '
more for its roughness than its show
liant
blocking
by
the
interference
Music
Singing
Dancing
Comedy
a flashy Rockland team 9 to 7.1
| of football, Rockland overpowered
Hellier scored the first points of the J Ladd’s two 60 yard runs. Karl's 701Hallowell High 27 to 6 with Morgan
REGULAR PRICES
year when he threw a Brunswick yard run back of a punt, and Ac- playing a wonderful defensive game
WEDNESDAY
back for a safety, while Ladd paved! cardfs Jaunt of 60 yards with an ln ' and Dondis’s interception of a pass
THURSDAY HOLIDAY PRICES
were
thew ay for the touchdown when c o - l,el-cep,cd
w
re the fcatures'
ALL DAY
and running 65 yards to score.
10c, 25c, 35c
RO CK LA N D , ME.
Rockland used four teams ln this
Nov 3 Rockland visited and degame.
Wlth three straight victories to Its , f^ te d a favored Oardiner High team
❖ ++<MH-++++++4++++++++++4-K-+++++++4-^4-4-4++++++++.+++++
credit Rockland bowed to Thornton 14 to 0 Again Ladd paved the way
Academy which was at that time con by nearly scoring on the Statue of
J
•
RESERVATIONS FOR
A SENSATIONAL
sidered the best team in the State Liberty play with Accardi smashing
+
ANNOUNCEMENT
and still is considered so. Everything through center for the first score and
SAVE YOUR MONEY FOR IT
seemed to go against Rockland be Ladd circling the end for the second
1
cause the game was played in a pour score. The features of this game
ing rain and what could a light and were the wonderful junning of Karl
-AT—
tricky team like Rockland do against and Dondis and the great defensive
a team which would outweigh some of work of Rayc, Small and Glover.
Nov. 10 Rockland put. a crimp into
the college teams. The final score
was 19 to 0 against Rockland The Bar Harbor's undefeated hopes by
BELMONT AVENUE, CAMDEN
score does not indicate the closeness startling the Maine football world
Served from I to 4
$1.00 P er Plate
WILL BE WORTH MORE WHEN
of the battle, because Rockland com with a stunning 28 to 0 defeat. Once
j,
141-lt
THE BIG NEWS IS OUT
pletely outplayed the Thornton team again the good old Statue of Liberty
scored the first touchdown with
"Liberty" Ladd doing the Job. But
the Statue of Liberty play was not all
Rockland had for Co-Captain Karl
NOTICE TO DEPOSITORS
uncorked some beautiful passes and
OCEAN VIEW
—OF
some wonderful individual running to
BALL ROOM
pave the way for the rest of the
Music by
scores. Hellier. Karl and Dondis
EDDIE WHALEN
starred on the offense while co-Capand his
tain Crockett along with Accardi. Po
PRIVATEERS
land and Raye starred on the defense.
We’ll Bring the Ducks
Among those who have played their
DANCING TONIGHT
last game for Rockland are: Hellier,
EDDIE WHALEN and Ills
Raye French, Rubenstein. Poland,
PRIVATEERS
T he B oard of T rustees for Depositors have de
| Carver, Small, Ladd Dondis. Accardi
and co-Captains Crockett and Karl.
clared a Dividend of 10% o n waiver accounts,
Coach Sezak cannot be too optimis
tic over next year's prospects for only
payable December 18, 1934, at the B anking
THE BIG DANCE
three regulars are available ln Sam
R oom s in Thom aston, M aine.
Glover a half back, Cobb Peterson
| and Morgan as guards. Although
141S147
j Murgita, Gray and Lord are letterI men they were not regulars this year
However the only ray of light that
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 28
[ can be seen is th a t some of the memM u s ic B y
ANNOUNCEM ENT
I hers of the large reserve squad imPAT ARMITAGE
| prove fast enough to fill in the shoes
With His Eight-Piece Band From Bangor
j of the graduates and attempt to carry
Management J. A. Brewster
on the wonderful record of the 1934
COME EARLY
STAY LATE
I team.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM

D O N ’T DO YOUR
C hristm as Shopping

A roostook C ounty Oats

WILL PAY YOU

“THE DOWN-EASTERS”

PARK THEATRE

COMING!!

CERTIFIED

I

T h an ksgivin g D inner

Your
Christmas M oney

GREEN GABLES TEA ROOM

APOLOGY

The large attendance of car ow ners at our

AILER MOTOR ANALYZER

Clinic during the w eek of N ovem ber 2 0th prevented us from serv
ing m any custom ers
In response to a large num ber of requests this clinic w ill be extend
ed to the follow ing dates—

DANCING TUESDAY NIGHT

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

NOVEMBER 26-27-28-30-DECEM BER 1

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
T H A N K S G IV IN G EVE

NO CHARGE FOR ANALYSIS DURING CLINIC

Sponsored By U nited M otors S ervice, Inc.

M c L O O N S A L E S & S E R V IC E
21 LIMEROCK STREET

TELEPHONE 730

LLOYD N. ‘T A T ” LAWRENCE
H andling

YOUR F A V O R IT E PO EM

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Given Away Monday Night, Turkey, Goose, Chicken

ROUND TOP FARM’S
Pasteurized D airy Products

Only locally authorized distributor for Genuine Replacement Electrical Parts.

S P A N IS H

V IL L A

R IN K

SKATING EVERY EVENING AND SATURDAY AFTERNOON
SKATING THANKSGIVING AFTERNOON
1 4 1 -lt

M ilk,
BE
PREPARED
FOR WINTER
DRIVING
AND HARD
STARTING

Special Milk for Babies
Cream, B utter, Butterm ilk,
- Eggs, Ice Cream
D ELIV ERY SE R V IC E ALL H O U R S

CALL 38-W
141-142

LOOK W H O ’S HERE
UNCLE SETH and His HILL BILLIES
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
M onday Night, N ovem ber 26

If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music a*
least once a week
The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness.--Charles
Darwin.
D IF F E R E N T

M IN D S

Some murmur when their sky Is clear
And wholly bright to view.
If one small speck of dark appear
in their great heaven of blue;
And some with thankful love are
filled
If but one streak of light.
One ray of God’s good mercy, gild
The darkness of their night.
In palaces are hearts th at ask.
In discontent and pride.
Why life Is such a dreary task,
And all good things denied;
And hearts In. poorest huts admire
How love has in their aid
(Love th at not ever seems to tire)
Such rich provision made
—Richard Chenevlx Trench,

E v e ry -O th er-D a y

R ock lan d C o u rier-G a zette, S atu rd ay, N ovem b er 2 4 , 1 9 3 4

Page Tw o

'The Young Woman Who Went From
LEG IO N 'DRUM C O R P S , •>*++*4^4"M>4"M"M"H-++++4-4~i-+4"!-++4-+++<--S--:-+*+4-+++-:-++-J--5-y q
Obscurity to Fame.” There will be
T n R E E -T I M E S - A - W E E K
baptisms a t this service. The union Now B anded Into State O r
W hose P o em s H ave B een Slightly L arg er Than First
Thanksgiving services of the churches
ganization— H. G. Staples
For I have learned, in whatsoever
B rought O u t By a L ondon I Predicted, B ut Smallest
of Rockland will be held in the
o
state I am therewith to be content —
O n E xecutive C om m ittee
Methodist Church on Tuesday eve
P ublishing H ouse
i For Years
Philippians 4:11.
ning a t 7.30
The American Legion Drum Corps,
There comes to the newspaper desk
The commercial apple crop for the
Wills allowed: Henry Bradford account filed by Katherine C. Derry
“Let Us Give Thanks" will te the Department of Maine, became a Richmond, late of Rockport, de of Itcckland, admx.; John Thomas
AFTER TH E RECKLESS D R IV E R S from the London publishers, A rthur . united States is now estimated at
Sunday morning sermon topic of permanent organization Thursday
H. stcckwell, Ltd., a dainty volume 72.047,000 bushels compared with
ceased. Elizabeth Richmond Kcchs of Singer, of Thomaston, sixth account
All honor to County Attorney B ur
Rev. Charles E. Brooks at the P ratt when a representative group select
filed by Marie B. Singer of Thomas
Rockport and Alan L. Bird of Rock
rows, who takes such a pronounced of poems, illustrated. "Come Into 68 789.000 bushels expected a month
Memorial Methodist Church. The
ton, gdn.; Nellie A. .Knowlton, late
ed at the state convention met in land, exrs.; Adella F. Veazie, late cf
stand in this matter of automobile My Playroom," the contents of which ago. 74.722 000 bushels harvested last
vested choir und;r the leadership of i
of Camden, deceased, first account
Mrs Kathleen Marston will render Waterville and elected officers and Rockland, deceased. Edward R. Veazie filed by John A. Cunningham and
driving, now much under discussion, would enlist one's interest in even a year and 96.445.000 bushels the five
the anthem "O Give Thanks To The 1adopted a constitution and Oy-iaws. of Rockland, exr.; Nellie S. Prescott, Joseph Emery exrs.; Alonzo J. Naslv
following the warning announcement casual reading, but with how much ytear average 1927-31. Commercial
late of Newton, Mass., deceased. John
Lord”—a Thanksgiving cnthcm. by
put forth by Lieut. Cushman. Mr. more emphasis when it is known
late of Rockland, deceased, first ac
William A. Skir.ner of Bangor was
apple production was Increased near
Burrows supplements that announce that the writer of the poems is one
Hosmer, with incidental solo by Mrs. elected president with other officers R Prescott of Newton. Mass., exr.
count filed by Lillian E Smith,
Petitions for Administration grant admx.; Leander C. Woodcock, late of
ment with his candid views upon of our own home (laughters. D. Louise ly 5 percent during October and is
Ruth Hoch. Mrs. Marston will sing J named being Frank M. G rant of
drunken driving, and the equal and Grinnell, of a well-known Union about 4 percent less than the 1933
as a solo “A Psalm of Thanksgiving,'’ ! Saco, vice president; John R. Hall ed: Estates. Alice Cobb Tibbetts, late Vinalhaven, deceased, first and final
, of Rockland, deceased. Edna Tibaccount filed by Charles H. Woodcock
unequivocal treatment that he pur family. By w hat interesting chain crop and 25 percent below the five
Allitsen. Leonard M. Dearden will of Houlton, secretary-treasurer, and
I betts Browne of Rockland, admx.; admr.; Mary E. Hills, late of Union,
poses giving to all such cases s pre
preside at the organ. The church C. H Johnson cf Bangor, historian.
year average.
] George V. Hanly, late of Thomaston,
sent themselves in connection with
school will meet at the noon hour
The executive committee includes deceased, Adelaide M. Hanly of deceased, first and final account filed
The commercial apple crop this
by Herbert S. Hills, of Union, admr.;
the County Attorney's office. T his is
with live classes for every age group. Charles Kavanaugh of Brewer
year is the smallest since 1921. due
of Rockiand.
SERMONETTE
wholesome doctrine and will meet
The Epworth League service at 6.15 chairman, Joseph Young. Jr., of 1Thomaston, admx.; Lena Horton, late Eugcne p
cf Camden, deceased, Edna E. S tart second account filed by Jerome C.
largely
to
winter
damage
and
spring
with the public's hearty endorsement.
will be led by Miss Faith Lurvey, Augu.ta, Ralph G . Mastermtyn of
of Camden, admx.; Harriet G Leven- Burrows of Rockland, gdn.; Flora M.
| freezes in New York and New EngThanksgiving 1934
With keerf-eyed guardians policing
topic, “Gratitude.'' Evening worship Bar Harbor and Hector G. Staples of I
saler. late of Thomaston, deceased. Pernald. late of Camden, deceased,
I
land,
drouth
in
the
central
states.
our thoroughfares, and clear-visioned
President Roosevelt doubtless a t 7.15 when there will be a happy Rockland.
I
and
insect
damage,
particularly
codfirst and final account filed by Mil
officials endowed with back-bone
song service, followed by a sermon
will find this his very happiest
The object of the organization is i Rodcrlck c oillis. late of North H a
| ling moth, in the northwest. In genseated in the place of justice, the
on
“How
May
We
Know
T
hat
We
Thanksgiving Day. so too will
lo further Drum Corps activities in | vea decea5ed. Ralph T. Gillis of dred M. Fernald, exx.; Ella G. Dear
. eral, cold weather and rains late in
much unprotected public may take
those whom these days of distress, Are Christians?" A union Thanks Marne, provide information regard- North Haven a d m r . j^rancis j D born, late of Union, deceased, first
1the season made a material improve
courage
aye, years of distress to many, giving service will be held in this I mg contests and to make arrange- Walsh ]ate of Rockiand deceased. and final account filed by Clark A.
ment in size and color of the fruit.
have found for themselves op church a t 7.30 o'clock with Rev. H. j ments fcr stale competition.
James Connellan of Rockland, admr.; Dearborn of Union, exr.
High temperatures and premature
J O Y S O F C O L L E C T IN G
I. Holt of Warren as the guest i
portunity and good fortune.
-----------------I
Mary E. Chester, late of Owl's Head,
Petition for Probate of Will filed
! ripening in Colorado and Idaho are
Every great era In history preacher. A cordial welcome is e x - 1 A D W I G H T M O R R O W S T O R Y
deceased. Colby H. Chester of Elkins fOr notice: Leonard B. Ross, late of
i causing considerable spoilage of j
Out in Chicago there is being held
has crushed many and brought tended to all to attend these services.
Park, Pa., admr.; Elmer E. Ames, late
, apples in storage.
the third annual Hobby Show, where
H o w H R P ro m is e T o th e C e n t u r y or
• • • •
Camden, deceased. T. Jenness French
happiness to many. So it always
,
of Matinlcus, deceased. Lena O. Ames
gather from all over the lot men and
In New England the commercial
P ro g re s s W a s M a d e G o o d
At
St.
Peter’s
Church
(Episcopal),
of Camden, named exr.
proves.
cf Matinicus, admx.; Elisha C. Walk
women who have let themselves in D , Louise Grinnell of Union, the apple crop is expected to total only
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
Yet
this
day.
founded
by
our
Inventories filed: Estates Almon B.
Author of “Come Into My Play [ 2 230 000 bushels compared with
When money was being raised, er, late of Rockland, deceased. Nellie
for the pleasing experiences of col
fathers's in our earliest times, ices for tomorrow will be appropri
room,'’
a
Book
of
Poems.
W.
Bird
of
Dorchester,
Mass,
admx.;
Hall,
Vinalhaven, $1125; Marcia A.
with much difficulty, for A Century
2.270,000 bushels expected a month
lecting. Which means an individual
had more of the spirit of ate for the Sunday next before Ad
,
Clifton
C.
Walker,
late
of
Rockland,
Robbins,
Union, $571.90; Fannie C.
of Progress, Gen. Charles G. Dawes,
ago, 6,117.000 bushels harvested last
practice of the fad for accumulating
"Thanksgiving" than of happi vent: Holy communion a t 7.30;
deceased, Nellie W. Bird of Dorches Nichols, Warren, $5299.14; Albert
stopping
in
New
York
on
his
way
something or other, books, stamps of circumstances a Knox County year and 4.906.000 bushels the fiveness. In the plight they found church school at 9.30; choral
ter. Mass., admx.; Carl E. Folsom,
china, glass-ware, anything, valuable 8'r‘ finds her publisher in the hls- year average 1927-1931. This pros
eucharut and sermon at 10.30; ves home from London, said to the late
E. Mar.k, Rockland, $734.20; Lu
themselves, suffering intensely
late
of Washington, deceased. Gladys
toric
city
th
a
t
lies
across
the
ocean
pect is 2 percent less than the out
Dwight Morrow:
or otherwise, that may seem to
cinda C Clifford, Camden, $3,743.61.
in a new world, separated from pers at 7.30. Thursday. Thanksgiv
Bennett
of
Gardner,
Mass.,
admx.;
I
we
may
not
know;
but
that
it
was
look a month ago. 6 percent less than
recommend itself to personal taste
ing Day. Holy communion at 7.30. “I wish you would take some
their kindred
by a stormy
Angus McRae, late of Rockland, de- I
and fancy. Not every collector agrees a coagenial connection is evidenced the crop harvested last year and 55
Friday.
St. Andrew's Day, Holy World's Pair bonds.”
ocean, and surrounded by count
ceased, Stella M. McRae of Rockland,
with the taste of the other collector by the artistic treatment given t o , percent short of the five year aver
And
Mr.
Morrow
answered:
communion at 7.30.
less perils, they had little
admx ; Foster B Snow, late of North
he meets up with,. though being the little volume th at has been age.
9• • •
“All right, Charlie. I'll take $100,000
enough
to
make
them
happy;
Haven, deceased, Mervyn L. Snow of
brought
out.
The
word
of
introducj
Decreases
in
the
apple
crop
in
Ver
mostly of a genial and forgiving race
Rev. E. Milton G rant of Manches worth.”
but conscious as they were of the
North Haven, admr.
there is a community of spirit with tion, following the cordial invitation mont, Massachusetts and Rhode
ter. Mass., will occupy th epulpit of A week later Major Lennox Lohr
presence
of
God,
and
sustained
Accounts allowed: Estates. Mary F.
collectors that permits you to listen °f the title, suggests what is to fol- , island during October were only parthe Congregational Church Sunday went to New York with contracts for
There will be no Sunday
j tially offset by slight increases in by faith in Him. they felt grati morning. In observance of Thanks Mr. Morrow's purchase of the bonds Turner, late of Appleton, deceased? m orning on noon plane
with a fatuous smile to th a t exponent low;
first and final account filed by j
tude for their preservation and
Come into my playroom
of the a rt who is boring you with the j
I Maine. New Hampshire, and Congiving. Mr. Grant has taken for his He made an appointment with Mr I
And see there with me— I
for the bcunty of the harvest
Charles B Miller, admr. c.t.a.; Ra- j after date unless there are
The
loveliest
toys
j
necticut.
Baldwins
are
a
very
light
extended details of his, in many cases,
text, “Lest we forget our blessings.” Morrow to see him at 11 o'clock in the
T hai ever could be
eh»l A. Powell Jacobs, late of Ap sufficient passengersr to
upon
which
their
lives
depended
| crop this year, particularly in Maine.
worthless accumulations
Music by the church quartet. Sun morning at his home. When he called
There's about everything.
pleton,
deceased, first and final ac w arrant the trip.
God
was
very
real
to
them;
for
To
play
with,
I
guess.
Only light to moderate crops of
Take for illustration the m an w ho,
day school will meet at noon.
to see him the secretary said Mr. Mor
I really don't know
count filed by Maurice S. Powell,
Which I like best.
other varieties are being harvested the right to worship Him they
collects golf tees, or clothespins, or
row had overslept. Maj. Lohr waited
Ot course you must know
Stanley C. Boynton Co.
admr.; Clarence W. Long, Jr., late of
had left all.
STILE AT LARGE
glass bottles—though to say truth, the J
! this season. T he generally small crop
Kitty and doggie are real,
an hour and a half, during which time
141-143
Thomaston, deceased, first and final
And not make-believe, for
No
matter
what
our
condition
i
of
apples
is
due
almost
entirely
to
glass bottle commands so wide a
the secretary apologized several times
They really can tesl.
finds
us
in
this
fall,
we
still
have
County
authorities
have
found
no
But the make-believe ones
t severe winter damage which deregion of activity as seems to lend
for Mr. Morrow's late slumber. Final
Are Just as much fun,
trace of Clarence Goulding of Rock ly, showing considerable agitation, he
. stroyed large numbers of trees in access to Him. Let us therefore
a special zest to the cultivation of it.
So we all play together.
And I love every one.
be mindful of the purpose of this
land. who escaped from a deputy |
j many parts of New England as well
The w riter of these lines is not a j
was indisposed
The
two-score
poems
that
make
day. unique in history, and give sheriff at the court he us? in Wiseasas reducing th e crop very generally.
collector in the bottle arcana, but his
and suggested that Maj. Lohr return
thanks to God, as they would
set Wednesday by jumping through j
fiiend Eugene Field was. Upon a up the contents of the pretty vol- ’ Color and quality for most varieties
1ume. address themselves to the child j are good this season.
have done, and as far as we can
a window of the grand jury room as I
shelf In the family dining-room there
When Maj. Lohr reached New York
he was being taken upstairs for ar-1
and
with
as
full
measure
life
of
the
home,
of
which
their
rests one of these glass bottles, an
city from the New Jersey home ot
laignment on a charge of breaking
as ws can, for ourselves and
Handsome, well made
atrocious figure monstrous, as a author has a penetrating sense of
FO R U N F O R T U N A T E S
the Morrows he read the announce
and entering In the night time.
work of~art" but the sort of thing the Iappreciation which will communicate
those about us, mix all the happi
ment of Mr. Morrow's death in the
ncss p asib ’.e with our prayers of Gculdlng is alleged by Sheriff G reen-'
ingenuous pursuer of bottles loves to
t0 the reader of every age. If Pentecostal M ission To G ive
newspapers. Badly as the fair needed
leaf to have threatened the life of
Thanksgiving to the Giver of all
revel in. This writer, a collector in
were to compare with others the
Mr. Morrow's check for $100,000 he
T
hanksgiving
D
inner
—
a man who turned State's evidence
The famous Mohawk Victory,
bounties.
quite another sphere, m ight incline ’ contents of Miss Grinnell s little volresigned himself to its loss and went I
size 27x52
against
him.
Soup
K
itchen
To
O
pen
William A Holman.
to superciliousness with respect to , um- we should turn Instinctively to
home. A few weeks later he received
bottles—but here Is one. a gift o u t1Stevenson^ “In a Child's G arden of
Courier-G az ett?:a check for $100,000 from Mrs. Mor
SO U TH U N IO N
of the Fields collection, straig h t from Verse.
There is much in common
At First Church of Christ. Scien
row.
to whom Mr. Morrow had men
The Pentecostal Mission at W ater
Mr. and Mrs C. G. Hoyt left Nov.
the hands of the genial poet himself; between the two writers th a t savors I
street will serve a dinner to the un tist. corner of Cedar and Brewster 3 for St. Petersburg, Fla., where they tioned his intention. — Chicago
F U R N IT U R E
CHISHOLM BLOCK
so w hat can one do but display It in i a happy understanding of the Juve- j
Tribune.
fortunate and the stranger within streets. Sunday services are at 10.30 expect to spend the winter.
the family dining-room?
, nd€ mind.
and
the
subject
of
the
Lesson-Serour gate; at noon Thursday. Nov. 29
• • • •
Tickets
will be given out Tuesday at inon tomorrow will b? "Soul and
A Personal Word
N O T M I CH IN DIAN SU M M E R
I Body.” Sunday School Is at 11.45.
the Mission.
r r
In response to the newspaper's re- j We appeal to the citizens to help Wednesday evening testimony meet- ;
V lT *
November, the eleventh month in quest for a personal line or two to
us provide this dinner by sending ir. in& is at ' 20 Ttle reading room is |
*1
the calendar and t« which Tom Hood complete the interest of this article,
their donations, such as money, -oca:ed at 4C0 Main street, and is j
long years ago addressed his some the author w’rites to the editor:
meat, cooked food or vegetables, j °Pen week d ajs from 2 untd 5 p. ra. .
what melancholy brief-line poem, has
"I was introduced to Stockwell’s
milk, sugar, candy or fruit of any '
another week yet remaining to it for lhrough a southern lady, to whom I kind. If you have anything to offer
A
E r Jchn Smith Lowe will preach at ,
a more definite demonstration of that had at one time submitted a poem
just send, word to the Mission and thc Univerzalist Church Sunday at
period in which autumn halts itself to ; j happened to have completed at that
10 45 service. The quartet will sing
take a lingering backward glance time the group of verses “Come Into Mr. staples will call for it. The “Thanks Be to God" by Spence, and
upon the sufhmer left In its wake My Playroom." To make a long soup kitchen will epen about Dec. 3 Mrs. Gladys Morgan, contralto w ill.
We could easily have wished for a ' story shorti I submitted the manu- Thanks for your support in the pa t give as a solo "Blessings," Pearl Cur
Elder and Mrs. C. B. Staples.
clearer demonstration of those quali- scrjpt t0 them and they published it
ran. Church School will meet a t ,
ties of warm sunshine and the re^he booklet you now have. I have
i noon and Chapin Class Tuesday eve- i
S
T
.
G
E
O
R
G
E
tained beauty of flowers and foUage had other
of a difrerent type
ning at the home of Mrs. Ella S .'
inseparable from the Indian Sum published here and there. I believe j Rev. J. A. Beyea of Hcw’.and will Bird. Spring street.
mer of average years. Perhaps its your paper printed “Quest" and be tomorrow's speaker at th e St.
• • • ■
failure in this present season may be | “Creed” in the past year. Then, in George-Wiley's Corner Churches.
At the morning service of the Lit- ,
associated with the general topsy- poetry magazines, I have had a little MUST GO TODAY
tlefield Memorial Church, Miss Olive ;
turvey condition under which the isuccess.
— Bragg will be the speaker and Mrs.
whole world labors. B ut we miss it.
"Concerning the personal side of things there, so perhaps it Is a disease Christine Dorman the soloist. Junior
j things, I: first wish to assure you that rather th an a hobby. But when Church will meet at 10.30 also, under
W H E N TIIE H EART S T O P P E D
I am one amateur who doesn't aspire everything else may pall, there Is that the direction of Mrs. Lima Barter;
lovely, misty world of imagination in Sunday. school. a t 1145 to which
A news item from Baltimore deals to become known. I have, for perhaps
a
period
of
nine
years,
obtained
much
which
one can find solace in beauty. everybody is welcome; Christian En
with a woman patient, whose heart,
pleasure
from
my
hobby
of
making
[The letter bears the signature deavor societies at 6.15. senior leader,
as she lay upon the operating table,
rhymes.
I
t
is
really
ones
of
my
“pets."
Louise
Kelley, its writer now known Carroll Wixson, intermediate lead
suddenly stopped. It was a critical j
But
I
have
not
tried
to
publish
any
as Mrs. Joseph Kelley, her marriage to er, Miss Ercell Simmons. At 7.15 the
moment, to which the surgeon proved
deacons of the church will have
thing
before.
The
world
is
too
full
ot
whom took place last December at
equal. He thrust one hand under
charge
of the meeting, observing the
Union. Their home is now at Orleans,
the dead patient’s diaphragm, pressed would-be writers now.
National Day of Prayer. There will
"I
have
spent
many
odd
minutes
Mass., where Dr Kelley is In practice.
his fingers against the motionless
be singing by a male quartet and a
heart, and with rhythm ic motion j watching small children, and it is
duet by Frank Gregory and Norman
certainly
an
education.
There
is
gradually restored the natural beat,
Crockett The Sarah B. Oowen Guild
so th a t life returned and the opera- j llo t h in 8 in this w'orld as amusing,
meets in the vestry Tuesday after
tlon was successfully completed.
imaginative, or as truly lovely, as a
school and the monthly missionary
little
child.
They
inspire
one
to
ex
W hether the manner in which this
P ro ved b y B yrd a t 6 0 ° B e lo w
GASOLINE t h a t a c h ie v e s fa st s ta r t in g a t thd
meeting is Tuesday a t 7.30 p. m. The
emergency was met is a thing com pression of some type. So, with some
i Ladies’ Aid will meet Wednesday
D o n ’ t h a n d ic a p a f a s t - s t a r t i n g g a s o lin e . W i t h
|- e x p e n se of o th e r q u a litie s is p oor e c o n o m y .
mon to modern surgery, which In leisure time, an appreciation of a
T y d o l, use V e e d o l c o ld -p r o o f m o t o r o i l , 1 0 0 %
,
evening
with
Mrs.
Carroll
Wixson,
42
later time has made such marvelous child’s vivid imagination and a love
T y d o l, t h e g a so lin e t h a t lu b r ic a te s, n o t o n ly
P e n n s y lv a n ia a t it s fin e s t. T y d o l a n d V e e d o l
Grace street.
progress. we cannot say. Our first1 rhyme and rhythm, I believe you
. . . .
m a k e a n Id e a l w i n t e r c o m b in a t i o n a n d a r e u sed
offers t h e m o to r ist f a s t s ta r tin g b u t t h e sam e
knowledge thereof relates to a Rock- have the whole story. It Is so natural
e x c lu s iv e ly b y t h e B y r d A n t a r c t ic E x p e d it i o n .
The First Baptist Church will fea
the placing of the
land surgeon, the late W alter V. Han- ‘and pleasure-giving to me to hold a
p o w er a n d m ile a g e i t h a s alw ays g iv e n , p lu s th e
ture the Thanksgiving message a t its
scorn, who with a patient upon th e 1pencil and make jingles th at 1 shall
services on Sunday. The subject of
e x tr a lu b r ic a tio n b u ilt in to t h is m o to r fu e l
operating table was faced by a simi- probably continue to do so, always,
the mcrnir.g sermon will be: "Where
“ASK THE MAN
la r emergency—the m an's heart because I love to.
w h ic h m e a n s p r o te c tio n . . . T h is lu b r ic a tio n
to be Thankful.” The choir's
stopped The voung surgeon, who
“I always have been intensely inA T TH E PU M P”
W e a re ready to m ake
• Thanksgiving music will include
p r e v e n ts m e ta l g r in d in g a g a in st m e t a l before
was noted for his skill and daring. I terested in poetry and music. And a
“Praise the Lord," Watson, and Tlie
w re a th s to your order
took into his hand the silent organ' very Great part of my reading has to
y o u r m o to r is w a r m . . . p r ev en ts stic k y valves and
Lord is mv Strength." Smart. Thc
and with manipulation brought back do with these two subjects. Indeed. 1
church school with Its live, growing
a id s f a s t sta r tin g . U se T yd ol for e c o n o m y and
life to his patient and went cooly on even in high school, I was sadly more
class;, cf men. women, boys, girls,
w ith the operation. In the early interested in English classes than in I
J will meet at the noon hour to dis
fr ic tio n -fr e e fa st s ta r tin g . It c o s ts n o t h in g extra.
death of Dr. Hanscom we believe geometry. Then after I graduated
cuss, “Thc Christian Steward.’’ The
th tre was lost one of the country's from Union High in 1923, I taught J
Send y o u r hostess C h ry s Endeavcrers are to have as thc topic
Tide Water Oil Company . . . 27 Main St., South Portland
m ost promising surgeons. In relat school for a year, and If any educa
of their inspiration Hour at 6 o'clock.
ing to this writer the above story, he tion was received during th a t year, an th em u m s or Pom pom s
“The Grace of Gratitude." This is
treated it quite with nonchalance as I was the recipient! I had the sum J
to be a lcaderlcss meeting. The peofor T hanksgiving D ay
a mere incident of his regular total of eight pupils. In many of our i
F’c's informal evening service will
program. But down Baltimore way j holiday programs my pupils were
I open at 7 15 with the prelude and big
they seem to regard it as much reciting poems from the pen of
sing, assisted by the organ, piano and
more than that. It was a score o f, "teacher.’
chorus of 30 young people. The selec
years ago that Rockland saw it done.
Following that year, I trained for a
tions by this chorus will include
FLOWER SHOP
nurse at Massachusetts Memorial
“Exalt His Name," Scholfield. Mr.
TEL. 318-IV
in Boston, formerly the |
W H E N IN P O R T I A N D
Y n u m n h u y Hospital
MacDonald will conclude his series of
c o p i e s o f T h e f t n i r l i ' - f ' . i z e t t o . w it h t h e
ROCKLAND
graduating in 1930. 371 M A I N S T .,
sermons on the Young People of the
h o m e n e w s a t C e n t r a l N ew -; C o . C>6 C n n - Homeopathic,
r -e ss
S t ., o r R o s s N e w s - s t a n d , 3 3 1 ‘,i
140tf
EXTR A
GOST
IN S T A N T S T A R T IN G
And I used to write ditties for various1
Bible by speaking on the subject,
C o lig r c t s S t.
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M AINE A P P L E C R O P

PROBATE COURT I

IN THE
CHURCHES

NOTICE!

R O B IN S O N

S P E C IA L S

Card T ables,

$ 1 .0 0

A xm inster R ugs, $2.95

JO H N B. RO BINSO N

E very W in te r
t h e y a l l ta lk
f a s t - s ta r t in ’I ”

THAT LAST RITE
BEFORE WINTER
SETS IN

M em orial W reath

$ 2 .5 0 and up

“ SILSBY’S”

A

“A n d I g e t i t !

with Tydol Gasoline

... i t lubn’c atesi

TALK O F THE TOWN

Sunshine Society will meet Monday
afternoon at the Central Maine room |

C A R I N l’ S

COMING N EIG H B O R H O O D EVENTS

The Elks house committee will serve
roast lamb supper at 6.30 Monday
night.

An Associated Press despatch from
THANKSGIVING
Augusta says:
"The automobile I
Mrs. Annie Nye is at her home, 23
DELICACIES
Front street, suffering from a broken
drivers license of Sidney Oxton, Jr.,
Our store is filled with delicacies
of Rockland, was suspended until that add to the pleasure of Thanks right knee sustained in a fall on the
Jan. 1, by Secretary of State Robin-1 giving Day.
premises.
son C. Tobey after a hearing on a !
Appetizers—Italian Anti Pasto,
Gerald Margeson of Winslow-Hol
Anchovy Paste, Russian Caviar,
speeding charge against Oxton."
Queen Olives, plain and stuffed.
brook Post is chairman of a commit
Imported English Plum Pudding, tee to arrange for the forming of a
Evening school under federal aid
began at the High School Wednes Malaga Raisins, loose and on the Sons of American Legion Post in this
stem.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Strout of New day with around 50 students regis-'
city.
The finest Nuts—Walnuts, Paper
castle were visitors In the city Wed tered. Teachers secured thus far are Shell Pecans, Paper Shell Almonds,
Meetings a t Pentecostal Mission to
nesday.
Mrs. Mildred Brewster, Miss Mary Fancy Mixed Nuts.
Figs and Dates, plain and night at 7.30. Sunday school a t 1
Sylvester, Mrs. Dorothy Coiley, Miss
Pales Circle, Ladles of the O A R., Mary Buttomer and Capt. L. A stuffed. Our own Freshly Salted p. m. Sunday meetings at 2.30 and
Nuts. Complete line of Candies 7.30 p. m. Weekend meetings will be
meets Wednesday a t the home of Crockett.
and Favors.
j led by Mrs. Staples and Mrs. CuYtis.
Mrs Mary Rogers.
GIFT BASKETS
At the Tuesday meeting of the
One of our Gift Baskets sent to
Park Theatre has secured an act for
Supt. E. L. Toner and Supt. Charles Kalloch Class two comforters were i an individual or an entire family—
a
most
gracious
remembrance.
the
holiday show. The "Down EastE. Lord of Camden were in Augusta tacked. At a special meeting Thurs
These baskets are carefully packed ■ers" will play Wednesday and Thursday
with
Mrs.
Amelia
Johnson,
Mr.
Thursday on business.
and shipped to any destination.
and Mrs. Oscar Hudson demonstrated Mail and phone orders given . day, at regular prices, a musical group
with music, singing and dancing, and
John I. Snow and John O. Snow a line of paper goods. Picnic supper prompt attention.
[a bit of comedy.
returned Thursday from Boston was enjoyed by the 22 members pres
where they were on business for a ent. A gift of material suitable for
The Open Forum at Kennedy’s
making rugs has been received and
few days.
FRUIT AND CANDY SHOP
candy store is greeting Jasper RawTEL.
640-M
ROCKLAND
members are urged to be present at
ley with great respect today all beAnother dividend of 10 percent on the next meeting when work on this
l
!cause of his prediction that there
waiver accounts has been declared by material will probably begin.
Anderson Camp, Sons of Union Vet- WWM be only one day of sunshine I
the board of trustees for depositors1^
erans and its Auxiliary will observe, during the week. The sun shone
of the Thomaston National Bank.
THE POSTOFFICE BIDS
| Veterans’ Night next Wednesday eve-1 about half an hour Thursday after-

Nov. 89—Thanksgiving Day.
Nov 2»—Thanksgiving Day turkey
shoot at Rockland Country Club.
Nov. 29-30—Thanksgiving recess for
schools.
Nov. 30—Camden—Meguntlcook Play
ers present "H erm it s House" at Orange
hall
Nov. 30-Dec. 1—Camden—Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Dec. 2 (2 p. m .)—Joint Installation ot
Huntley-Hill Post. V.P.W., and Auxiliary.
Dec. 5 — Thomaston — Baptist Ladles
Circle Fair.

S ale Starts M O N D A Y M O R N IN G -T U R K E Y S on Sale Saturday

■ p e r r y ’s

A Thanksgiving service will be
held at the Methodist Church Tues
day a t 7.30. with Rev. H. I. Holt of
Warren
Congregational
Church
preaching.

R. W. Erickson of Philadelphia
submitted the lowest bids for ex
tension and remodeling of the
Rockland postoffice, opened yes
terday at the Treasury Depart
ment. Erickson bid $44,112 for
eonstruetion with a granite ex
terior and $42,400 for construc
tion with face brick. The How
ard W. Marshall Co., Inc., of
Boston bid $52,500 and $52,900
respectively.

M arket

W e shall have a large lot of T urkeys to se lec t from , including all sizes from 8 to 20 lbs.
It is a good plan to select your turkey early. You can let it rem ain in our cooler until
needed.

C A R IN I’S

The V.P.W. Auxiliary will give a
Thanksgiving Ball at Ocean View
Ball Room Wednesday might with
Toddy Bridges and his Rhythm Boys.

P a g e T h ree
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E v ery -O th er-D a y

An enthusiastic gathering of the
Donation day a t the Camden
Two new postmasters are due to be
forces of the Citizens’ Civic ComStreet School for Ward 1 last week
j appointed in Knox County Dec. 20,
I
mittee
listened
last
night
p
t
City
was well remembered. The ward
the offices being Thomaston and
committee expresses gratitude for the
Winslow-Holbrook Post sponsor Council rooms to a pleasing report Friendship. On the same date ap
response given.
"Gentleman Are Born” a t the Strand of splendid work done among the pointment of postmasters is due at
Sunday. The story, by Robert Lee j people of this community. The fine
Auburn, Augusta, Clinton,
Five federal prisoners were taken to Johnson is a thrilling drama with spirit behind the organization was 1Waldoboro,and:
Mechttnte Palls. A llot
Atlanta
Tuesday, among them plenty of lighter comedy touches and shown by the many social events for th#se appointmente come within Con.
Charles A. Anderson of Camden, sen gay music, including familiar college its benefit, held or to be held. On gressman Moran s jurisdiction. There
tenced to & year and a day in con songs and a new air written by the invitation of Winslow-Holbrook Post. js a whQle cartload of candidates, but
nection with the seizure of the liquor famous song team of Sammy Fain AL. the Civic Committee will co- j (he eligibles will be sifted at a civil
laden mote-ship Narmada at Brook- and Irving Kahal. entitled, "When operate in the Legion’s big Food
examination soon
be held.
ltn last spring.
You Call the Roll. Alma Mater." Donation Day an dthis committee ■
____
The picture treats of the adventures was appointed with full authority to Raymond Turner of East Union,
The Roving Reporter acknowledges
and love affairs of four college gradu- ’ act—John M. Richardson, Donald ! charged with slaying a calf moose in
a nice lettter from Mrs. Myrtena
ates who encounter tremendous diffi- | l . Karl, Mrs. Kennedy Crane Mrs. JUnion, Nov.14, pleaded not guilty
Briggs of Center Ossipee. N. H.. where
culties that make for intensely dra- w aiter C. Ladd. Mrs. M. L. Marston, when arraigned before Judge Dwinal
he dined a few weeks ago. Others
matic situations in their lives.
in Municipal Court yesterday. He was
who may have been guests a t the
found guilty and given the alterna
The Thanksgiving issue of
Indian Mound Farm log cabin, will
C. E. Healey of Ventura, Calif., j
tive of paying $100 and costs ($19.50)
this
new1
paper
will
be
published
be interested to know that it is being sends this paper a copy of the Ven
or serving six months in Jail. The
Wednesday
afternoon,
accordaltered and enlarged.
tura County Star of Nov. 13, which |
case was investigated by Warden
to custom, in order th at the
records the death of Dr. 6. L. Stuart
"Mike" Quinn. Leonard Quinn and
employes may have the benefit ' Davis, with the assistance of Chief
a 97-year-old Civil W ar veteran, who
John (Pink) Burkett are back from
of a full holiday. Contributors 1Bradbury and Warden Gerald Averill.
took part in 11 battles of the war, and
I The warden's department is exerting
Washington County and to say that
in 1878 located in Ventura, as a pio- j — news and advertising — are
utmost vigilance to prevent the kill
the three musketeers are happy is
asked to bear in mind this
neer dentist in th a t city. He was a
ing of moose in closed season.
putting it mildly, for each brought
change in the time of publica
grandson of Gilbert Stuart, the fa- j
home a good sized buck. Leonard and
tion.
mous artist, whose portrait of George
The Thanksgiving dinner is going
Pink took time out to get lost, but
Washington is considered one of the
,,
i to cost slightly more than last year.
both were speedily rescued.
Plenty of water comes dashingI
,,x .
,
. .
Nation’s treasures. The Star says that ,
. x * , xv
» ,but the quality is going to be very
down Pleasant street in the course of
, x
v * j.
high, according to Earl Perry of
At Strand Theatre next week these the deceased was born on a farm in a .heavy rainstorm,
but discoveries ■ "
. . . . .
, .
, Perry s Market. The exact prices have
feature attractions are offered: Maine (not indicating the locality) which
have been made by men work'
, j v .
D
. . not been designated, but Mr. Perry
Monday and Tuesday. Warner Baxter anc* that he graduated from the Bel ing on the new sewer would indicate
_
x xv
i
x.
j
told The Courier-Gazette this mornin “Hell in the Heavens;’’ W ednes-! fast Dental College in 1896 He is ..
th at the region was sometime under
,
.,
.
..
j .v
ing th a t turkeys would probably reday and Thursday, Frances Lederer. survived by his wife.
-------salt water. At a depth o 12 fee tall 8t cents. and that dUcks. geese
in “The Pursuit of Happiness;’’ F ri
The fair sponsored by the Auxwas “n' a« hed
and fowl will command 23 cents for
day and Saturday, George Raft. Jean lliary of the Sons of Uh ion Veterans lhe imPrlnt of barnacles, and in the
est
„
One of the lead.
Parker and Anna May Wong in Wednesday afternoon brought out a same vicinity was found quahog. clam
be
pork_ sma„ pig
"Limehouse Blues.”
large number of people who found and conch sheUs’ In front of the 1loins—a t 15 cents a pound. Fruits,
many attractive and useful articles Packard r< sidence, at a depth of eight vege^abjes and miXcd nuts are high
Knox County attorneys in attend
< __ ......__..._
« feet, was found some, time
, .this
. . year.
, ,ago■an ox grade
ance a t Lincoln County Superior put on sale. A gratifying sum was 1shoe. Twenty-four feet
of pipe re____________
Court in Wiscasset this week were realized by the efforts of the various
main
to
be
laid.
The
pipe
is
18
THEY
LIKED “STAN”
Frank H. Ingraham, Frank A. Tir- committees headed by Mrs. Oussie
—. „ .
„ 1 v • ■
«
1inches in diameter and in three-foot
____
,
- „
.
rell and Charles T. Smalley. Mr. Chase as general chairman. Supper!I sections.
.
Rockland Aviator Thrills Belfast
was
in
charge
oT
Mrs.
Sarah
Thomas
Smalley appeared for the defendant
BPW Club WRh S‘~ry of Trans
in the last civil trial of the term, and and Mrs. Chase. The quilt went to
The Travelair plane, operated by j continental Trip
Mrs.
Byron
S
alter
of
Belfast,
the
had the satisfaction of seeing the
the Stanley C. Boynton Co. on the ,
jury coincide with his views. The pillow to Mrs. Mary Jordan and thc Penobscot Bay route, was about to j Stanley C. Boynton who has been j
case was Bert L. Sherman of Booth- box of candy to Miss Mary Sylvester. be hoisted out for a major overhaul, re3jding in Rockland since 1930
bay Harbor vs. Leslie Lewis of The next meeting will be Dec 5. with yesterday afternoon when the 20-ton j when he made his record of a
.Boothbay, an action to recover dam Mrs. May Cross and Mrs. Gladys derrick on the wharf collapsed. The trans-coni inertial air flight flrom
ages in a motor accident. Verdict for Thomas In charge of supper.
mast remained flat on the wharf, but Ro-giand to Los Angeles, Calif., was
the defendant.
Congressman Moran is to be one the boom swung overboard onto the gue3| speaker at the meeting of thc
of
the guests of honor at a statewide end of the left wing. The only man Bel{ast BPW Club Tuesday evening,
Thanksgiving dessert—several real
in the danger zone was Charles Pel- Hc hel(1 the closest attention of his
conference of Young Democrats of
specials to pick from. Gall yoilr
Maine in Augusta Bunday. If Carl tola, the mechanician, who dove over- audience as he vividly described the
nearby ice cream dealer—ask for
lives up to the story recently pub board to escape the possible chance prmcipal events of the trip he made
Pro-Joy.—adv.
141-142
of being crushed. The plane escaped at the age of 18 ycars ln one of the
lished by the Portland Evening News
the brunt of the fall and the proprie- Q m -t^ high-powered planes.
Hotel Rockland has made espe he will succeed Louis J. Brann for tors stated this morning that the
His familiarity with the mechani
cially elaborate preparations for governor. Brann is slated to oppose damage would be under $100. Another
cal
structure of the ship, his knowl
Sen.
Wallace
H.
White
Jr.,
two
years
Thanksgiving Day and the dinner
ship is due here for use white the edge of its navigation and1his youthhence,
and
F.
Harold
Dubord,
who
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And All the Trimmin’s

| ning. Guest organizations and par-1noonticipants in the program are: Ruth
Classes in navigation will be con
’ Mayhew Tent, Daughters of Union!
ducted a t the high school building
1Veterans. Women’s Relief Corps, an d ,
every night in the week except S a t
i Daughters of the American Revolu
urday and Sunday, from 7 to 9. The
tion. A public supper will be served
instructor will be that skilled naviga
' at 6.30. Entertainment in the evetor Capt. L. A. Crockett, who conduct ning and a Beano table for all who I
.
6
,
,,
ed a similar school there two nights
wish to play. More details will ap
a week last winter, having a t one
pear in Tuesday’s issue.
time as high as ‘45 students.
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Here’s the one place to do your Thanksgiving Shopping. You ran
get everything you need to make your dinner a success. Food quality
Is high and prices are low. Come in now and avoid the drudgery ot
buying in a hurry!

Let one of these beautiful turkeys
bring joy to the taste of your happy
holiday diners.
PLUMP AND TENDER,

►

FRESH KILLED
N A T IV E

LB.

fUlflfCMC
VnlVnErlu

29
IxB.

29c

r u y ifarms
arm s
FRESH KILLED NATIVE—from nearby

23c

GEESE
D UC K S
FO W L

LITTLE PIG ROASTING PORK
sm. pig pork loins

PORK

r

LB.

I
These little things will add mueh to the effectiveness you
ran expect from your holiday staples.
R. A R. FIG OR PLl’M
WEAN SPRAY

Pudding, tw o 1 lb tins 53c Cranberry S auce 2 can 25c

II

Fancy Pitted Dates, 2 pkgs 29c
Dill Pickles, two 1 qt jars 35c
Cluster Raisins,
pkg 17c

Peach Blossoms,
lb 23c
Sour Pickles, two 1 qt jars 35c
Fancy Smyrna Figs,
lb 29c

A Complete Variety For Your Inspection
LARGE BUDDED WALNUTS, ib 21c
MIXED NUTS,
lb 19c
Paper Shell Pecans, Castana Nuts, Almonds, Fresh Roasted
Peanuts, Walnut Meats, Salted Peanuts

NUTS

Heinz Plum. Date. Fig Pudding, can
33c
Black Mission Figs,
package 33c

“MAINE MAID”

Fresh Native Eggs, doz 49c

MINCE MEAT

Cream,

BE G G S’ HO M E MADE

two half pint Jars 25c

Candy, 2 lb box 33c
FRUIT CAKE, each 35c Ribbon
12 oz tin
Royal Baking Powder,

3 5c

5 oz hottie
Maraschino Cherries,
3 cans
Golden Bantam Corn,
2 pounds
Assorted Kisses,
Pop Corn,
two I pound pkgs
Peanut Brittle,
1 pound box

SERVE DATED

COFFEE
Lb. Tin 31c
Chocolate,

lb cake 10c

Currants,

2 pkgs 25c

Crisco,

Maxwell House Coffee,

S

1

10c
39c
23c
23c

2— NO. 1 TINS,
2— NO. 2 TINS,

21c
39c

PURE LARD,

2 lbs 25c

4

Rum and Rutter Toffee,
Fancy Hard Candy,
Sweet Chocolate,

pound box 23c
pound 19c
3 bars llte

II

lb 31c

ORANGES 191 25< 29=

12 bots 85c

each
dozen
2 lbs
4 lbs

i

FANCY FLO R ID A —DO ZES

You can get all kinds of fresh vegetables and
fruits, so include many of them when you are
planning your Thanksgiving menu.
Pie Pumpkins,
Sunkist Oranges,
Emperor Grapes,
Bananas,

29c
23c

I

Stuffed, 26 oz. 45c
Stuffed,
pint 27c
Plain,
26 oz. 37c
Plain,
pint 23c

lb tin 21c

Ginger A le,
SI

lllr

29e
29c

]

Delicious Apples,
Grape Fruit,
Sweet Cider,
Tangerines,

CELERY 2

G for 25c
5 for 25c

gallon 47c
dozen 19c

23c

II
CREAM
Approved by Good Housekeeping Institute

Frozen Strawberries or Raspberries,
Philadelphia Cream Cheese,
Mild Cheese— cured just right,
Swiss Cheese— low price,
Young American Cheese,
Sage Cheese,
Harlequin Cream Cheese,
Maine Shore Chicken Lobsters,

and d a n t J o r a e i
The little nice things that add zest to fresh foods
and sparkle to bland, flavor-poor foods. All of
the best quality and specially priced.
Common Crackers,
Ib 19c S tickn ey’s Stuffing,
2 pkgs
Grape Juice,
p in t 17c Poultry S ea so n in g ,
pkg
Marshmallows,
2 pkgs 19c Crystalixed G inger,
Ib
R aisins,
3 pkgs 23c Conf, or Brow n Sugar, 2 pkgs

r* GELATINE AH Flavors
Package

EL-SERII DESSERT

Leave Your
Orders Here fo r
This Famous
ICE CREAM
Deliveries Made
THANKS
GIVING
MORNING
No Extra Charge
lo r This Service

box
2 pkgs
lb
lb
lb
lb
2 for
lb

23c
19c
19c
39c
29c
29c
25c
29c

19c
09c
49c
15e

p
DC

To meet the unexpected demand
for SNIDER'S FRESH KEPT
VEGETABLES IN GLASS we
have ordered In double shipments
for Thanksgiving business.

Other Snider Products
Fancy Pumpkin,
E’ancy Squash,
Tomato Soup.

2'a tin
2’- tin
6 cans

15c
15c
35c

OYSTERS, for your dressing,
pint 23c
STRAINED HONEY,
jar
10c, 15c 25c
CHESTNUTS, for roasting,
lb 15c
CORN MEAL,
5 pound bag 19c
ORANGE, LEMON or CITRON PEEL,
three 4 oz pkgs 25c

PERRY’S M ARKET

j
i
i

D a w ,
COPYRIGHT by BEIL SYNDICATE

THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Theodore G atlin deOlded to adopt a baby In a final e f
fort to aolvo bio m atrim onial tro u 
bles But all his love for th e ir fos
ter daughter could not s h e lte r her
childhood from the h a tre d of his
wife, who had never w a n ted her.
T heir affairs ended in th e divorce
court but ten-year-old Penelope was
given Into the keeping of Mrs. G at
lin. except for two Sunday a fte r
noons a month. On th e ir first day
to g eth e r they set out jo y fu lly to
a baseball game. A ball, h it into the
bleachers, struck Penelope on the
nose and the neurotic Mrs. G at
lin removed her from th e hospital
to which her former hu sb an d had
hurried her
Mrs. G atlin spirited
the child to Europe. G a tlin retired
from business, willed Penelope all
his money, and was ab o u t to begin
a search for his d a u g h te r when a
m otor accident ended his Ilfs.
CHAPTER II.—Some ten y ears la
ter, in San Frar.usco, S tephen Burt,
s risin g young p sy c h iatrist, was
presented by Dan McNamara, chief
of police, with a new p a tie n t—Nance
Belden, a girl whose te rrib le child
hood had left her w ith a dual per
sonality. for which her "sad d le nose”
w as In part responsible. M cNamara
did not think she was a responsible
crim inal and obtained B u rt's ex
p e rt testim ony In court. E ven Lannv. the doctor’s fa ith fu l office
nurse, was won over to her cause
despite Nance's hard-boiled exterior.
CHAPTER III.—Nance’s crim inal
record outweighed D octor B urt’s
clear explanation of h e r case and
she w as sent to San Q u e n tin peni
te n tia ry for two years. Danny vis
ited her and Nance persu ad ed her
to sm uggle out a le tte r which a
confederate stole from h e r handbag
outside the prison w alls.

CHAPTER IV
RRIVED at the little bungalow
she occupied In S t Francis
Wood, Lanny put her car In the
garage, entered her home, and sat
down to read Nance Belden’s let
ter. And when she failed to find It
she did some of the logical think
ing of which she was so eminently
capable in situations where her
emotions were not being preyed
upon.
"Good work." she decided finally.
"That girl I picked up on the road
to Oreenhrne stole It out of my
band-hag when T got out to look at
the flat tire. She must have visited
N ance before I got there. She was
a flashy sort of damsel, too. now
1 think of it. An underworld huzzy,
doubtless; doubtless, too. known to
the police. So Nance had no op
portunity to slip her the letter. The
matron watched too closely. Nance
feared that would be the case, so
she had an alternative plan. What
s shrewd judge of human nature
th at girl Is! She knew she could
work on me. and oh, w hat a fool I
was to permit It! Why, I’m as law
less as she Is. only I’m a responsible
member of society and she Isn’t.
N'ance knew I wouldn't fall to visit
tier, so she described me to her con
federate. who spotted mo when T
drove up to the m ain gate and
parked my ear.
"When the confederate saw me
coming back she drove a nail about
nn Inch Into my rear tire—simple as
two and two are four. The nail
was driven all the way to and the
air was out before we'd gone a mile.
Oh. dear. dear, dear, w hat a simple
ton la m ! I suppose I ought to do
something about this, but then If I
do, how can I explain my conduct
to the prison officials?"
She realized thoroughly now the
extent to which she had been an ac
cessory before the f a c t That sly
minx—telling her she could read the
letter before mailing i t ; that If she
did not approve of Its contents she
was free to destroy It. That was
the point upon which the susceptible
Lanny had Impaled herself.

A

•'Well, It can’t he anything so Very
Important,” she decided finally. “It
couldn't be part of a plan to escape,
because escape from th a t place Is
Impossible. Besides, no woman con
vict has ever succeeded In escap
ing from San Quentin. In all prob
ability it was Just a private mes
sage to one of her old underworld
friends. That girl la too Intelligent
to dream of formulating plans for
escape. Why, she couldn’t get out
of the front gate. She’d have to
ewtm the bay to escape, even If she
succeeded In getting through the
exit from the woman’s quarters and
past that suspicious guard In the
little house there.”
So Lann.v made herself a highball
and resolved to dismiss all thought
of the Incident. She also resolved
to give Nance Relden a piece of her
mind if and when she decided to
visit her again. And she was not
a t all certain she would make Nance
another visit
Two weeks later, while she was
sitting before the fire, reading, her
telephone rang nnd a man's voice
■aid:
“Is this Miss Rebecca Lanning?'
“Yes. Who is this?”
“Never mind. You wouldn't know
me if I told you who I am. I’m a
friend of Nance Belden's. Are you
going to be at home for an hour,
Miss Lanning?’ the voice pursued.
I t was a pleasont enough voice,
Lanny reflected.
“1 am, but w hat business Is that
of yours?'
“Oh, well. If you’re going to he
auch a cutup,” th e voice rejoined,
•‘J’H not bother to argue that with
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captain on duty h ad the water front
covered at once. He had two men
at the S t Francis Yacht cluh and
they saw a speed-boat sneak In and
across the little harbor to a vacant
berth on the Marina side. Before
the cops could hurry across the peo
ple in the boat Jumped out and to a
waiting car. T he copa followed In
n police car as soon as they could.
But one of Nance's friends riddled
their front tires with machine-gun
bullets and the trail was lost."
“How exciting. Dan I"
“Yes. and It will be more excit
ing for you, Lanny. I got home
about two m inutes ago. and my
phone was ringing. It was central
office trying to report to me. They're
Jnst starting a couple of dicks out
In a cruiser to watch and see If
Nance tries to make yonr house.
You're a trained nurse. The ward
en’s found out th at much—matter
of looking you up to the San Fran
cisco directory. So he thinks that
she’ll head for your house to re
ceive medical attention. And you
must be a friend of hers—otherwise
why did yon call upon her?"
“Dan," said Lanny desperately,
“she’s here now !'•
"Into your car with her, Lanny,
and beat It out to my house with
her.” He gave his address. ‘T h a t’s
the last place on earth the devil
himself would hunt for an escaped
convict”
T ve Just beard a thump and a
crash In my living room, Dan. 1
think she’s fainted. Telephone Doc
tor Burt to come to your horn
that he will have to probe abullet
wound and dress I t Tell him to
brlng acme whisky and two or three
hot-water bags, and be on hand
yourself to let me In. I can’t leave
here until I’ve mopped up any
bloodstains she may have left on
the sidewalk and tny front steps.
Good-by."
Lanny was rig h t Nance Belden
lay on the floor of the living room
! ln a faint She picked the girl up
In her strong arm s and carried her
down a short flight of stairs that
' led from her kitchen to the garage
I helow. She heaved her Into the car,
ran back upstairs, got a wet mop.
and by the light of the electric lamp
over the front entrance searched for
drops of blood. She found a few
. and followed them to the sidewalk,
! eradicating them with vigorous
sweeps of th e mop. then dashed
hack into the house. Jammed on her
hat and coat, ran outside again,
j threw open the garage door and
backed her car out She paused
again, to shnt I t then swung up the
a
>
street as the half-red lamps of
police cruising car turned the cor
ner. She swung wide to give It a
clear berth, turned the first comer
and spurted. She followed a zig
zag course until she felt sure she
had thrown the police car off her
trail—provided they had become
auspicious and started to follow her;
she turned up a residence street
that she felt reasonably certain
would not be patrolled by traffic
officers at th a t hour of the night and
speeded up.

you over the phone. I’ll come ouC
Good-by."
He hung up, leaving Lanny In a
state of acute mental perturbation,
which did not subside until she
heard her doorbell ringing some ten
minutes later. It subsided then.
Her courage always mounted when
there was an Immediate situation to
face. “Nance Belden's friend," she
decided instantly.
For a moment she considered
telephoning Dan McNamara, then
decided the worthy fellow might
prove an embarrassment. So stie
got a pistol from her bureau draw 
er—because she was a practical
soul and dwelt alone. She had p u r
chased the pistol as a precaution—
and went to the door. She cocked
the pistol and took a long breath,
threw open the door suddenly and
raised her weapon.
‘T ut 'em up," she commanded
harshly.
“Don’t be silly, Lanny, dear,” a
soft voice entreated her wearily.
“It’s only me.”
“Nancy Belden—you little devil/*
Lanny almost shouted. “Come In
here this instant.”
Nance Belden reeled in an d
Lanny closed the door behind her.
turned the bolt, switched on th e
hall light—and screamed.
“Pipe down,” Nance commanded,
in that queer, faint, weary voice.
“I’m not a corpse, but I’ll tell th e
world I came mighty close to belng one just before lock-up tim e
this afternoon. Lanny, dear, I
crashed the gate.”
"Well, you’ll crash out of h ere
In a split second, you little hellion,”
Lanny cried sharpy. "Wet a s a
dlshrag and yonr hair like a
witch's, and covered with blood.
Where are you hurt?”
“Bullet through my left arm .
high up near the shoulder. T h a t
guard could shoot, and he did 1 If
my boy friend hadn't shot back at
him and made him hunt his hole I'd
be fishbalt this minute."
“You've got to get out of here,
N'ance,” Lanny was terrified. "How
many visitors have you had since
you’ve been In San Quentin?"
“Just you, Lanny.’’
“The authorities will look m e up
and they’ll come here. Understand?
They’ll come here—there, th e y ’re
on the telephone now. Oh, my good
lord, what have I done to deserve
th is?’
She dashed Into the kitchen and
took down the telephone receiver.
And again a masculine voice sa id :
“Miss Rebecca Lanning?”
Lanny controlled herself. “Yes."
she said calmly. “Who’s speaking?"
“Dan McNamara."
“Oh, hello, Dan. How are y o n ? ’
“Fine. Lanny. How's y o u rself?’
“Well, I might be dead fo r all
the Interest you’ve taken In me since
you swallowed that good highball
you grafted off me the day yon came
to Doctor Burt’s office with th at
Nance Belden girl" She added
archly—“you egg!"
Dan McNamara laughed. “Can I
come out now?
“The very Idea. Of course not. It’s
almost ten o’clock and I’m Just
about to retire!”
•This Is business, Lanny. I'v e got
to see yon at once."
“I didn’t know the police were
after me.”
“The police aren’t, but th e chief
Is. Lanny, that Nance Belden es
caped from San Quentin la te this
afternoon. She got to San Francisco
all right. We know that because
we found the speed-boat she crossed
the bay in tied up In the yacht har
bor at Marina. There was blood all
over the cockpit and bullet holes In
the hull."
"All of which proves, Dan, that
God’s In bis heaven, and a ll’s well
with the world. Are you seriously
trying to recover the girl and 6end
her back to the penitentiary?”
“I'm not. I’d give two of my big
buck teeth to see her make a clean
getaway. You know th a t B u t the
warden—naturally. It seem s you
visited N'ance two weeks ago and
smuggled a letter out for h e r and
mailed It."
“Dan, I give you my word of
honor I neither mailed a le tte r for
her nor passed It to somebody else
to mail. N’or did the girl discuss
with me any plans for escape. If
she had I would have told th e ward
en, in order to prevent h er escape.
It wouldn’t have been kind n ot to
do so. The girl Is mentally Irre
sponsible and it would h av e oc
curred to me that, to any m ad at
tempt to escape, a guard might
shoot a t her."
“Well, a guard did, and b e hit
her, too. But he didn’t stop her.
Her outside gang opened on him
with a Tommy gun from a speed
boat off the point, and m ade him
hunt bis hole. N'ance swam out to
the boat under cover of th e ir pro
tective fire; they hauled h e r In and
beat It forty-five miles an hour
across San Quentin bay and headed
up toward Carquinez straits, while
daylight lasted. After d ark they
doused their lights and eneaked
hack. The wnrden telephoned Oentral office here and gave th e alarm.
I wasn’t on hand, but of course the

PENOBSCOT TO THE HUDSON
At The H igh School j
i Pittsfield later as we barely enter the
(Continued from Page Eight)
------------ city before Route 20 whl-ks us off
its kind in the country. Soon the [ to the left. Quickly we arrive at
"To know color—as you shouldj
fine buildings of the famous Stur- j shaker Village in the town of
Walk through some November wood.”
bridge Fair make their appearance j Lebanon. These magnificent buildThe football boys turned in their bu' just before we reach this point ings once sheltered a thriving comequipment this week, the final ges rome of the traffic swings to the left munity of Shakers, a branch of the
ture ol the Eas;ern Maine Cham to travel over the new route to New Quaker faith. They were an industri.
York City via Stafford Springs, East ous people who practiced farming on
pions.
• • • •
Hartford and New Haven. However, a large scale and made fine furniNathalie Waldron drew the lucky we hold to Route 20 passing through ture and cloth while the women were
number in the ' Support Your Ath Fiskdale and finding th a t the widen- noted for their skill in the kitchen.
letics'' drive winning a free life pass ing operations on this end have Now. however, mo t of the build.ngs
barely been completed. On through have been sold or leased to outsiders
to all future games.
Brimfield over a fine wide highway and the community is practically
Eleanor Tibbetts, valedictorian of until we strike the cement again at extinct. Up the cement paved slope
Palmer where we were pleased to J of Lebanon Mountain from the brow
lact year's graduating class, and now
a post graduate here, had a novel find that a very rough stretch of of which we behold one of the finest
, view’s in America. A goodly part of
though rather terrifying, experience road had been nicely smoothed.
From
Palmer
to
Springfield
we
Rensselaer County lay spread out
recently.
Motoring
home from
Dennysville where she had been over travel over a three lane cement road below us. What a signt it is in the
Armistice Day. she collided with a and we were not long in reaching summer or in the early fall when the
javwalking buck deer, with disastrous our home in ,he Pore5t Pa!k section foha?e (Put’s' ° n “ 5 autumn, hues!
I resui’s all around T he deer evident- of ,he city' We arrlved around thre€ NestlinS on ‘he
^pe
‘he
' ly had picked an Inopportune time to ° 'c;ock havin? covered the 300 miles i mountain is another Shaker village
cross the road for it jumped from the ln approximately nine hours. Once ! which has been taken over by a large i
I roadside directly into the path of the upon a time we used t0 take tw0 scho° 1 for
1 machine The impact of the col- da-vs in makinK
triP !
„ „
„ ” 1 ’ ,
llision fatallv inlured the deer, who
On Sunday morning we decided I Halfway down the long winding
was hurled a considerable distance “ > ride “> AIbany «
thV
J " " ““ J
Massachusetts| and forced the ca r into the ditch Party » ve myself had ever visited New York boundary and are now in
where It overturned, luckily without ’he capital city ofNew York State. the Empire State. The only change
serious results. The occupants of the Leavin? Springfield over the beauti- we can note is in the character of
uninsured exceDt for a fulMemorial bridge we made a short the route markers and road signs.
car ,n<> were uninjured except tor a
One tells us that Lebanon Warm
flight shaking up. climbed out and d€tcuSprings,
a famous health resort, lies
flagged a passing truck, the occu- to pass the beautiful butldangs of the
a
mile
or so to the left. New
pants of which helped right the over- ?rea‘ Eastern States. Exposition.
turned car and killed the injured ani We made <»une a P°int °f callin8 a‘-1 Lebanon’ We®‘ Lebanon and Brainmal The accident occurred a few tention to the fine building recent ard, pretty little villages, passed in
quick succession and we were soon
ly erected by the sta te of Maine.
miles this side of Ellsworth.
in Nassau, a large town, which cut
Back again on U. S. 20. we followed quite a figure in Revolutionary days.
Junior High assembly Wednesday the Westfield River into the city from At Schodack Center, the main road
morning consisted of a general pro- which It takes its name. It Is a to New York City diverged on the
8™ " each home room group pre rath er pleasant appearing stream but left and nearly every cross road to
senting a number. Patricia Hall act- It has done a tremendous amount of the right invited us to go to Troy.
| ed as chairman, conducting devo- damage with its raging floods and has ! Not a policeman had we seen until
tional exerc ses an d announcing the COst the state of Massachusetts a we discovered that the husky gen
following program: Saxophone solo. pretty sum of m<>ney to keep the tlemen who wore felt sombre.os
Irene. Edwin Jones; reading. My highway out of
reach. We:tfield were members of New York celeTin Lizzie." Harold Dondis; duet. “In  is a busy little city of around 20.000 ' brated state police.
dian love Call." Nathalie Edward.- anc,
the home of Joseph B Ely
Greenbush came next and we were
and Laura Pomeroy; negro sketch. governor of Massachusetts, whose soon in the streets of Rensselaer
"Rivals in Politics." Roger Perry and residence we viewed in passing i This is quite a busy little town but is
Richard Karl; ta p dance. Beverly through the city.
over-shadowed by its big neighbor
Bowden: reading. “Little Boy Blue,"
On the outskirts of Westfield, we across the Hudson. Rensselaer is
Marjorie White, violin solo. ®*va- ' PiCk ^p the river again and follow noted as the site of Fort Carola whose
I tina. ’’ D
ut-Vt
X
Tin
e• eonrlinf
Ruth
Nichols.
reading
twisting and turning, through I British garrison composed the famous I
Fathers. Kelsey Benner, piano solo Woronoco RUssen, Huntington and [ “Yankee Doodle". Three separate !
j Kuhlaw Sonatina, Margaret Rob- Chester, peasant little villages and ; ramps marked the entrance to the !
bins; reading. "B etty at the Baseba:! quite busy when tjnM>s
tetter flne new bridge that has just
| Game.
Jeannette Gordon, taD tban they are now
Humphrey 1opened. We succeeded in finding the
dancing. Barbara Murray. Norma
was much interested in Chester a s , right one and soon crossed the
Havener and H arriet Wooster; group
he cut paving there in his younger! mighty Hudson to find a maze ol
songs. Bovs' and G irls' Glee Cluhs.
days. Outside of Chester we left the exits confronting us. We had traveltBy the Pupils i

Tasty Mince Pies That
All the Family Will Applaud

H ere A r e

I

I

j river and began the long climb up 'ed from New England’s largest river,
Boys basketball practice will s ta r t- j acot,5 Ladder, passing Jacobs Well j the Connecticut, to New York’s chief
Monday night, with Mr. Durrell! and
Dream (a road-ide res stream, the Hudson.
coaching.
taurant). It is a pleasant road to
Curving along Broadway and passtravel now but in the winter it b e -) in? the steamboat docks and the
At Thursday evening's session of comes at times so dangerous from j huge railroad station, we found ourTO BE CONTINUED
Junior High, an assembly program ice and snow th at the state frequent-' selves on the very wide S tate Street
was presented a t 7.30 in the auditori
ly closes it to travel.
| which climbs the steep hill from the
um. followed by classes in history
Over the summits and down we river. On the brow of the hill, factaught by Miss Hughes, arithmetic by
C O L B Y C O LLEG E
coast through East Lee into Lee and in? ‘he river, rests New York’s
Principal Libbv, reading by Miss
Lenox. . These two towns contain magnificent Capitol building. This
(By J. Warren Bishop)
Nichols, music and hygiene by Miss
many magnificent estates owned by is a large structure th at cost many
Bird, arithmetic an d English by Miss
Colby College was host to the Maine Thompson geography by Miss Brown, wealthy New Yorkers but the de millions to erect. Unlike most state
pression has placed many of them on Capitols, it has r.o large dome but that
Student Volunteer Union when the and English by Miss Tapley.
does not prevent it from being an
the market.
group held its annual meeting at
impressive structure.
Waterville last weekend. The topic
Unique calendar booklets made by
Speeding over the fine cement, we
Mrs. Charles B. Rose
discussed a t the meeting was “The Mrs. Jackson's sophomore French
Conquering F aith of a World Chris class whereby th e days of the week soon reach Pittsfield, the metropolis Tenant's Harbor. Nov. 23
of Berkshire County. More about
(Concluded Tuesday)
tian.”
were learnerd in French in quite a
• • • •
painless method, have been on exhibi
Prof. Cecil A. Rollins addressed a tion this week. Each page of the Grieg's Life," Howard Crockett; piano Dorothy Frost Ralph Hoffses. Dorosmall group of interested listeners re  booklet bears a large numeral, bor solo, "Butterfly,’’ Frances Marsh; de- thy Sherman, John Huke. Priscilla
scription of “March of the Dwarfs.” ; Lovejoy. Donald Marriner. Helen
cently on “T he Conflict Between Re
dered at the top by the day of the
ligion and Science." Prof. Rollins week and at th e bottom by an ap Dorothy Perry: piano solo. "March of i Mills, Ruth Rhodes. Gordon Richardpraised th e present trend toward a j propriate French proverb Students the Dwarfs," Dorothy Sherman; de son; 3 A’s. Fred Blackman. Virginia
closer relation between these two whose handiwork have been highly scription of “To Spring." Helen Kor- Haskell, Hester Hatch. Ernest John
pinen; piano solo, “To Spring." Made- son, Vallie MacLaughlin. Richard
fields.
commended are Edward Peaslee,
• • • •
lynRawley; description of ‘T rium  Marsh, Josephine Pellicane. Stanley
Richard Snow. Edith Dondis. David
Arnold McConchie; ] Prescott. Bernard Thompson; noth
The S tate football series ended last Curtis. Barbara Orff, Gordon Thomp phal March.
week with Colby in third place. Local son. Muriel McPhee, Geneva Hill. piano duet. "Triumphal March." ing below B, Doris Borgerson. Doro
Gertrude Heal and Lilia Sherman. thy Brewer, Gardner Brown, Robert
fans are. however, already looking
Kenneth Morgan. William Cross.
forward to th e 1935 season and pre Dorothy Spear. Margaret Richardson, Scripture and prayer were given by Brown, William Daniello, Margaret
Davenport. Winifred Dimick. Stan
Eleanor Winchenbach.
dicting a more successful outcome for Ida Roy, and Marion Pemald.
ley Farnham, James Farrell, James
the Colby team . Most of the players
• • • •
• • • •
Hanley, Ethel Hayes. Russell Hewett,
who represented Colby this year will
The school lawn has been receiving
The seniors are sporting new hand
Calla Hickman Encio Laaksonen.
be back on th e gridiron next fall.
made class pins of rolled gold, bear care this week from Stanley Farn M arian Ludwick, Louise McConnell,
• • • •
ham,
Richard
Ellingwood,
and
Her
ing the letters ’’R .H S " to which Is
Dorothea Merriam, Virginia Merriam
Monday evening the lecture course attached by a chain the numerals bert Ellis.
Anna Pellicane, Frederick Perry.
brought to Waterville Wilson Mac “’35".
Clarence
Peterson, Ralph Rawley,
• • • •
Donald, well known as one of our
Principal Blaisdell has posted th e ' Mildred Shannon. Ercell Simmons,
foremost modern poets. His works are
An up-to-the-m inute printed edi
Edward Storer. Ruth Thomas. Ma
truly representative of his native land, tion of The Highlite has made its ap  following list of honor students for
most of his poetry having as its scene pearance this week, an improvement the first quarter; Seniors, all A’s, rion Vinal, Helen Whitmore, Virginia
the sparsely settled territory typical on the hitherto mimeographed issue. Emma Harding. Virginia Leach. | Wood, Stella Young.
-----------------Madelyn Rawley; 4 A’s. Gertrude 1
of the Canadian middle west.
Editor-in-chief Gertrude Heal has Heal, Margaret Pendleton; 3 A's,
• • • •
MICKIE SAYS—
contributed an article, and each
The field hockey league of the wom class its latest news. A new section, Winfield Chatto, Edwin Edwards,
en's division of Colby came to an end “Wise and Otherwise" and th e Virginia Flint, Edward Hellier, Laura
LIKE AU, O U R A PVER nseR S,
GO P BLESS 'E M ; w e G O T A
recently when the seniors and fresh Alumni column are interesting fea Kangas, Edward Ladd, Donna de
Rochemont; nothing below B. Beu
SPECIAL W ARM SPOT IU O U R .
men played a scoreless tie, thus sh a r tures of this school organ.
lah Callahan, Camilla Emery, Rose
H EA R TS F O R T H O S E WOBLE
ing the college championship. Helen
• a • •
SOULS WHO B R IU G IU
Flanagan.
Everett
Jameson,
John
K. deRochemont was active as a mem
-THEIR. (2OPV E A R t y -THUS
Barbara Perry has been made cus Karl. Helen Korpinen, Lydia Leigh
SA VIU G US M U C H WORRV,
ber of th e junior class team.
todian of the new duplicating m a ton. Dorothy Perry, Vernon Raye
• • • •
PERSPIRATtOW A M D
chine, giving It the needed care d u r Eleanor Winchenbaugh.
Dr. George Otis Smith of Skowhe
ing the winter months.
gan. a graduate of Colby in the class
Juniors, all A's, William Anderson,
• • • •
of 1893, was recently elected chair
Carlton Gregory, Sulo Gronos. Ed
A Grieg program was presented at
man of th e board of trustees of Colby
ward Hayes. Ralph Tyler; 3 A’s, Ruth
College. In addition to having w rit the Senior High assembly. Tuesday Marston, Thelma Whitehouse; noth
ten many books in geology. Dr. Smith morning, under the chairmanship of ing below B. Robert Chandler, Norma
has served the United States govern Harold Kaler. After a paper on Monroe. HelenI Withee, Fratjces
ment as director of the Geological Grieg's life was presented by Rose Young, Carl Spear.
Survey an d chairman of the Federal Flanagan, each musical number was
Sophomores, all A’s. Edith Dondis,
preceded by a description, so that the
Power Commission.
audience m ight have a better inter Vieno Kangas; 4 A’s, Charles Dorgan,
• • • •
The choir in conjunction w ith the pretation of these Norwegian melo Eleanor Johnson, Barbara Perry,
Methodist Church of Waterville will dies em anating from a master’s pen. Sylvia Tyler, Jam es East; 3 A’s, Mary
present on Sunday, Nov. 25, a T hanks The program follows; Description of Havener, Rose Malburg, Barbara
"Morning,” M arian Ginn; piano duet. Orff. Helvi Rivers. Winfield Stan
giving vesper service.
“Morning.” Catherine Chisholm and ley; nothing below B, Willis Ander
Margaret D unton; description of son. Mary Bray. Paul Chapman, Vir
G LEN C O V E
‘Anitra’s D ance.” Camilla Emery; ginia D’Agostino, Ernest DeMass,
G et your Courier-Gazette from H. violin solo, A n itra’s Dance." Margaret Betty McAlary, Virginia Gray, Mar
A. Barrows. Glencove Postoffice and MacMillan, accompanied by Mrs. garet Rogers.
Freshmen, all A's. Barbara Derry,
Reta Robinson; "An Incident in
general store,
137-tf

These tu r k e y c u to u ts give a n o ve l T h a n k s g iv in g touch to t h e s f in d iv id u a l
pies m ade w it h d ry m in c e m eat.

MINCE Pie, that traditional dell- , add the water, place over heat and
a 1 cacy, is now an every day favor stir until all lumps are thoroughly
ite. Why not treat the family tonight broken up. Bring to brisk boil; con
with this spicy delicacy. It's easy to tinue boiling for one minute. Allow
make and economical this modern to cool. Line individual pie platei
way with a package of dry condensed with pastry and fill with mince meat
mince meat. For a novelty, serve mixture. Cut off surplus pastry and
individual mince pies with turkey (lute edge of lower crust. Place
cutouts of golden pastry. Lay a tur turkeys cut out of pastry on top of
key pattern of stiff paper on the mince meat. Bike thirty-five min
thinly rolled crust and cut around utes in a hot oven (400 degrees F.).
the pattern with a sharp knife.
To make a delicious variation for
Turkey Mince Pies
{ this pie cut one or two cups of pitted
1 (I o< t p s k a i e diy mlnrt mrat and 1% eupa i canned prunes In half and place
water boiled almost dry
evenly over the top of the mince meat
I tableiponni sugar
B reak d r y m in c e m eat in to pieces, I before adding the pastry turkeys.
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H O R IZ O N T A L
1 -F e ig n e d
8 - C o rro d e d
9 - E t e r n it y
1 1 - C ease
12- E x e rc is e th e rig h t
o f s u ffr a g e
1 5 -G re e k le t t e r
1 7 -C h o ic e r
1 9 -L a r g e m o n k e y
2 1 -C o m b in in g fo rm .
A ir
2 3 - T h e J u n e -b u g
/•
2 4 - R im o f a cup
2 5 - R en d s
2 7 - K in d o f v e lv e t
2 8 - A n e w t r ia l
2 9 - M a n ’s n a m e
3 2 -M o u n t
3 5 - M o u rn s
36- P e rfo rm
3 8 - P lu m - lik e f r u it
3 9 - E lo n g a te d fish

H O R IZ O N T A L
(C o n t.)
4 0 -A p ra n k
4 2 - E tr u s s a n god
■ '3 -P la c e d
4 5 - A w e ig h t m easure
(p l)
4 7 -E u fflx s am e as id
4 3 - A g a rd e n im p le m e n t
4 9 - T h e T u r k is h e m b lem

(p l)
V E R T IC A L

2- R o d e n t
3- E n g lis h

school
4 - L u k e w a rm
5 - N o t a t a n y tim e
6 - A n o p e n in g in a
ro o m
7 - E n to m o lo g y (a b b r.)
1 0 - C o v e re d w ith
fe a t h e r s
11—G i r l ’s nam e

V E R T I C A L (C o n t.)
13- G a in
1 4 - R e c o lle c ts
1 6 -G o lf m o u n d
1 8 -R ig h t
20- F a s te n
2 2 -A s c e n te d root
2 1 - S p h e re s
? 3 --'a p a n e s e coin
2 7 - T h e la r g e s t ocean
( a b b r .)
30- O w ed
3 1 - H e a lt h y
3 3 - T ro u b le s
3 4 - E x t in c t b ird o f N e w
Z e a la n d
3 6 - M o u n ta in s in S ou th
A m e r ic a
3 7 - A t a x o f o n e-te n th
40- M i l i t a r y a s s is ta n t
41- T h e rac c o o n
4 4 - A tm o s p h e re
4 5 - L a c e f a b r ic

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

H O PE

E
H

T E S

Ia Ir Is

D iL
N T
Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
i N N E
were in Portland recently.
L U
N N E r|
Mr and Mrs. A P. Allen went to
T S
S 1 AM l
Bangor last Friday
T s
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy. Mr
1 ■ e Ia Ii
T ls H
and Mrs Harold Hardy-and Mr. and i
G
Mrs. Frank Payson are on a hunting j
R A&
A n |s H T
trip.
ETC
T s U hJ
A N
Mrs. C. A. Dunton has returned!
E 1 N E
R E
from a visit with relatives in Mas
p E L|
E S
E D
sachusetts.
The hospital committee extends
thanks to all who gave so generously
SU N SE T
on donation day.
Among the hunters to bring down
Mrs. Emery Cole of Sunsrt and
deer the past week were Frank
mother Mrs. Pra-l Hutchinson of
Grassow Loring Athearn, Steve Baird
Stonington arc visiting relatives in
and William Wright.
Rockland.
Congratulations are extended to
The Sunset Sewing Circle met with
the 4-H Club members of Hope, who Mrs. Carl Haskell this week.
made such a fine showing a t the
Mr. Forcyth has been at the home of
County Contest recently held in Cam his son Loren Forcyth for a visit
den. These clubs and their leaders
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell have re
deserve a great deal of credit for the turned from Massachusetts where
fine work done the past few years.
they have been visiting relatives.
• • • *
Miss Elaine McDonald is spending
Libby-Wright
a few days with her grandmother
Malcolm Libby of Lincolnville and Mrs Henry Haskell.
Miss Margaret Wright were married
Friends of Joseph Gray are glad to
! at Lincolnville Nov. 10. The cere know he is improving in health.
mony was performed by Rev. Willis
Prescott Eaton, who is serving on
Ford They were attended by Ruth jury of the Federal Court in Ban
Hunt and Merton Johnson of Cam gor, has been home for a few days be
den and Marion Wright and Arthur tween sessions.
Hart of Hope. Mrs. Libby is the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Sellers and
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Irving family have returned to their home
Wright, and is a graduate of Camden in Portland after a few days' visit
High School. Mr. Libby is the son of ! with his parents Mr. and Mrs. D. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Libby of Lin Sellers.
colnville. He has' attended Camden
High, and at present is engaged in
N O R T H H O PE
the poultry business. They will make
their home on the farm recently
C. A. Towle a t North Appleton sells
The Courier-Gazette.
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WALDOBORO

ROCKPORT

AT THE STRAND M ONDAY-TUESDAY

M A T IN IC U S

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED

Mrs. Gordon Benner and Donald
Among thase from this plage re-by “M ovie Spotlight”
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Hamelainen,
Benner, who have been guests for a ! j---------------- —
| cently in Rockland were Mr. and Mrs.
who have been occupying a part of
week of J. V. Benner, have returned
}Carl Young, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
M A K E -U P M E N A P E UNSUNG H £ R Q E s !
the Addie Russ house on Commer
: Phllbrook. C A. E Long. Mrs. Helen
to Malden, Mass.
cial street, have moved to Camden.
KARL HRRUNGER M AKE -U P E X P E R T C F
Bunker and son Gsmond, Bradbury
Mrs. Myra Strong, who has been
Lawrence T. Weston, who under
"B R O A D W A Y B I L L " WAS C ALLE D TO L O N D O N
}Young .Harold Bunker. Mrs Marcena
with her sister. Mrs. Lucia shibles,
TO M A K E U P A N A C T R E S S H E I S T R A V E L !N O
went la surgical operation at (the
! Malloy and Crosby Ames.
IZ P O O M IL E S TO P E
Beauchamp Point,
for several
Deaconess Ho pi tai, Boston last Sat
/
/Z H O U R S W ORK.
The fish warden boat : pent several
months, left Tuesday for Quincy,
urday, is making a satisfactory re
Ma s.,for an indefinite stay.
days here last week with Mr. Bryant
covery. He was accompanied to
Members o£ the Nitsurmosum
aboard.
Boston by Mrs. Weston.
Club and their husbands were en
Mrs. Marlon Young has been
The Waldoboro Lions Club is plan
tertained at bridge Monday evening
! spending a fgw days in Rockland.
ning a carnival to be held in the Siar
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Theatre, the proceeds to be used for
Maurice Ames has returned to his
T O R T H E T IO S T T / M E I N T H E
Clarence Munsey in Rockland.
the annual charitable work done
}home in Stanford. Conn.
H IS T O R Y O F T E N N E S S E E ,T H E
The two-act comedy "Polly Wants
each Christmas by the organization.
Cranberry picking Is still in order,
G O VERNO R O F T H A T STATE HAS
a Cracker," presented a t the Meth
Bids for the new school building
and a good quantity of the berries
H O N O R E D A W O M A N ------odist vestry Wednesday evening
■
have been received by the committee
were shipped to market last week.
drew
a
large
attendance
and
all
were
Crosby Ames has had the engine
the time limit being Thursday at
enthusiastic in praise of the man
10 a m. This project is to be under
tns‘alled ln his new boat and after
WITH A C O M M IS S IO N AS COLONEL
ner in which each part was taken.
O N M S STAFF I N R E C O G N IT IO N
‘
trying It out reports it satisfactory as
the provisions , of the National
4 M
A very satisfactory sum was netted.
O F H E R A R T I S T R Y I N ----to speed and performance.
Industrial Recovery Act, the con
L
" O N E N IG H T O F L O V E "
The Thursday afternoon Bridge
Norman Thomp'on. Lavon Ames,
tract to be awarded to the lowest
Club met this week at the home of
Clyde Young and L, L Young made
responsible bidder determined by the
Mrs. Earl C. Davis. High honors
a trip to Rockland last weekend in
Federal State
Engineer, Public
were awarded Mrs. Marion Cash
Clvdc Young’s power boat.
Works Administration at Portland.
with low score falling to Mrs. Le
Good orogress Is being made on the
Richard Castner, and Miss G ert
ona Salisbury.
road
work with Carl Young as con
rude Ander on were united in mar- i
Mrs. Edna Robbins will entertain
struction supervisor. At present the
riage Nov. 17 and are making their
the Scribblers’ Club Monday after
work ts being done bv Ernest Young,
home at Kaler’s Corner. Both are I
noon at her home on Union street.
Iyfo:d Ames and Blanchard Ames.
popular young people and are re- j
A: the Baptist Church Sunday the
Henrietta Ames is keeping house
ceivlng the congratulations of their
%
services will open with church
for
Marion Young during the latter's
many friends.
school at 10 o’clock, followed by
absence.
I A lj
Mrs. James E. Lockery of Bath re
Thanksgiving service at 11, chilThe Red Crass membership drive
Fear haunts his dreams at night. Yet in the arms of the girl he
cently visited Mrs. Lilia M. Blarney
dren's
story,
“The
’
McGuire’s
is now on and It is hoped th at every
adores,
WARNER
BAXTER
finds
solaee.
CONCHITA
MONTENE
and Miss Marcia Blaney.
Thanksgiving," special music by
one will bear in mind the duty to this
GRO appears opposite the Fox Film star in the gripping screen story,
Mrs. Mary G. Elkins is in Boston.
"Hell in the Heavens,”
choir and sermon by Rev. G. F. Cur
good cause. The community wants
Dominic Fossa of Danvers. Mass
the nurse to remain here this winter
Describ:d as a thrilling romance of man aces, in close conflict high above rier, subject, “God's Bounty.” There
65
was in town a few days recently.
and should stand ready to help the
death and danger in the skies, “Hell the clouds—and solves his destiny attending this service are asked to
Thomas B Brown has been serv In the Heavens." starring Warner through courage Fox has surround contribute vegetables, fruit, canned
Red Cross in order to assist in con
ing on the traverse jury in Wiscas Baxter, will be shown Monday and ed the star with one of the most dis- [ goods, etc., to be distributed among
tinuing her services.
set.
The roof of G C. Wallace's house
Tuesday.
tinguished supporting casts in years. J the needy families in town. At 6
I Is resplendent in a new coat of green
Mrs. Mabel Matthews Moore of this
Haunted by "the fear that he w illC onchita Montenegro, who appeared o'clock, Christian Endeavor, topic,
paint, Raymond Tolman being “the
town and Howard Chapman of Rock be afraid," the lieutenant struggles with Baxter in "The Cisco Kid," is} “The Grace of God;" evening praise
artist.”
O F 'W H O M THE
land were married Nov. 17 in Rock to combat it. Love helps, in the form again his leading woman. Russell service at 7; songs will be sung from
The Sunbeam was here over the
GODS D E S T R O Y —
land.
of dashing Conchita Montenegro Hardie. seen recently in "Pursued" the Rodeheaver Books, accompanied
"PO SSESSES A P R IC E L E S S M A P
M A V ("Lady
weekend with Mr Gupttll on board.
The -postponed meeting ot the At length Baxter meets the “Baron,' and “As the Bnrth Turns." has an im- by the orchestra; sermon subject,
O F L I T T L E A M E R IC A D R A W N
Preaching service was held at the
real n a m e ' / s M A R Y R O B IN S O N
| “Out and Out With God."
Woman's Club was held at the club most daring and dangerous of Ger- portant juvenile role.—adv.
B Y A D M IR A L B Y R D A N D PRESENT
A
T
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R
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E
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N
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E
5
0
YEARS
}church Sunday evening
rooms Thursday afternoon. The __________________________________________________________________ A group of friends gathered at the
E D T O DO PES B Y M R S B Y R D .
A G O T H E P R IN T E R M IS S P E L L E D H E R .
The Sunlyam made a trip to Rock
home of Miss Helen Cripps in Sim
study of Maine formed ,the subject,
PARK THEATRE
PORT CLYDE
N
A
M
E
.
S
H
E
K
E
P
T
the
NEW
N
A
M
E
FOR
GOOD
L
U
C
K
J
land Sunday and again Monday to
onton Monday evening to celebrate
its early history being taken up in
Rev Augustus Thompson of New the birthday anniversary of one of
obtain medical attendance for H. J.
A glorified Barbara Stanwyck, re
an interesting manner. Current
Hampshire conducted services at the the guests, Miss Marguerite Buzzell.
Ames who is very ill.
events contained many enlightening splendent in the latest costume de
and 'pent Ust weekend at the home ernoon. were greeted by three moose
Advent Church last Sunday. There The time was spent with games, and
EAST FRIENDSHIP
bits of information concerning the signs of studio modistes, is scheduled
crossing the highway near the cross
of her aunt. Mrs. C. L. Pales.
was a large attendance.
Marguerite was presented with sev
CLARK ISLAND
State and were given by several to appear Monday and Tuesday in
A J. Hussey went to Ncbleboro last
Mrs. I oren Teel entertained the eral nice gifts, including an attrac
Mrs C. L Fales and Mrs. Olive road to Union.
members. Mrs. John H. Lovell read “A Lost Lady." said to be the most
C. N. Lewis, A. L. Burns and WilBaptist Circle Wednesday.
Mrs William Ellis is ill at her home.
tively decorated birtftiiy cake. week to remain at the home of R. Orne spent Thursday of last week
a paper "The Settlement of New [ dynamic drama in which the popular
The Willing Workers were enter Present were Dorothy Buitis, Ro Achorn for the winter.
There will be a Rally Day and
with Mrs Emerson Colson at Rock- pas Sallinen of Cushing is on a hunt
Sweden" and Mrs. Harold R. Smith ] star has yet appeared.
tained
by
Miss
Ceiia
Chadwick
Tues
ing
trip
In
Washington
County.
Thanksgiving
program at the Baptist
Mr
and
Mrs.
Rodney
Davis,
son,
land.
described the incorporation of the j The picture opens with a dire
berta Holbrook, Catherine Simonton,
day at an all-day session. A fine Marguerite Buzzell, Helen Cripps, Earl and family of Port Clyde, were
Church Nov. 25 at 2 p. m.
The
Boy
Scouts
held
a
meeting
at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Autio
and
son
colleges of Maine. Mrs. W illiam , tragedy in which the young girl's |
Rev. and Mrs. John Holman and
boiled dinner was prepared by Mrs. John Annis, Ralph Morton and Don callers Sunday at Emma Davis.'
the schoolhouse Tuesday evening and Wayno left Friday for Quincy, Mass.
Kahn gave an account of the mark- i lover is shot down a t her feet on
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Leah Davis.
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will
act
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care
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to
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and
ald Simonton.
ing of the home site of her ances- • the very eve of their wedding by the
recent guests of Mrs. Charles Butler.
A W. Maloney of Cushing is spend
! Charles Jameson Joined the organl- takers during their absence.
The Trytohelp Club will meet last Sunday to visit relatives.
tor. Capt. John Perry. Letters were husband of a woman with whom he
Mrs. Owen Chaples and daughter
ing the winter with his son Ernest
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of
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was
zation.
Monday evening at the heme of
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Maloney.
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Miss
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made
a
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Mrs. Cecil Rhodes, Main street.
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ham. president of the Maine Fed- [ has four leading men in the picture. (
The Baptist Circle will hold a
ner visited school Tuesday
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H attie Creamer was admitted to [ the Broadway stage. The second is food. Dec 12 at the library.
the vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis, Mr.
Exultant basketball fans saw Rock
membership. Mrs. B G. Miller. Mrs Prank Morgan, in the role of a great
and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester of Rock
port High swamp Monroe High 45
John Redman and Mrs. R obert! corporation lawyer, who marries her
land and Mrs Jennie Hupper were to H last night and coincide with}
Mitchell were appointed by the | without asking for love, content with
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs Forest
president. Mrs. A. L. Shorey to serve her trust and friendship. The young Davis, and a duck dinner was enjoyed. Manager Ahodes' opinion th at Rock
port will have a championship team
on the committee for Red Cross roll wife is immune to the ardent ad 
The Pine Tree Girls of this place
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by
the
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youthful
p
art
this season. The Monroe girls won
call. Eleven members were pres
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when
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nual afternoon with music Tuesday
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The Courier-Gazette is now on sale cett. formerly of this place, was
at the home of Mrs. A. P Jackson.
November has surely provided
at
the Postoffice and Miss Buker will wedded to Miss Violet Dubois of that
The commodious early American plenty of rain. Roads have been ru t
house with cosy fireplaces made a de ted and soaked, and autos get stuck in also be glad to take new subscriptions city. Mr. Daucett has resided in
-V .
Manchester the past four years,
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lightful background for the excep many places. Farmers are working
where he Is employed in a garage
tionally fine program. Mrs. Jackson on them when weather permits.
Mrs. Daucett holds a responsible
A P P L F T O N M ILLS
was assisted in receiving by Mrs. A.
Grass is still quite green at
Recent
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of
Mrs.
Carrie
Cum
position in the office of the New Eng
G Pratt and Mrs. Roy Ludwig. Mrs. Meadowbrook Farm and weather, 40
■•'ttigia
mlngs were Mr. and Mrs. Louie Sim- iand Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Hazel Leen of Portland was guest above zero.
i
mons
of
Gardiner
and
Mrs.
Le
Forest
musician and her violin selections
Charles Griffin has been getting Marston (Leola Simmons* of Free
■were enthusiastically received. She out spool wood
WEST ROCKPORT
port.
was presented a gift by Mrs. S. H.
Raymond Paul has been ploughing
Mrs. Henry Kontio shot a deer
Mrs. Annie Ripley has returned
Weston and a rising vote of appre for Ashton Ripley and also hauling
near
her home Wednesday, and
home
after
spending
a
week
in
Rock
ciation was tendered her by the club wood to Union.
was
showing
It to friends and rela
land.
members. The piano solos by Mrs
Quincy Pcabodv who recently un
Mrs. Clara Wentworth is a t the tives here on her way to the inspec
Jackson and duets with Mrs Ludwig derwent an appendix operation in
tion station in Rcckland.
evidenced the usual fine technique of Camden Community Hospital, is now home of Miss Fannie Gushee. •
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Richardson
The boys of A. H. S. are busy practhose accomplished musicians. Mrs able to do light work
ticing
basketball
again
this
fall.
The
!
spent
last weekend on a trip to New
Ludwig's solas and those of Mrs. Pratt
Roland Gushee is shinglirts the girls also plan to have a team in Hampshire.
were given in excellent voice, the roof of his house.
Mrs. C. E. Rhodes, Jr„ has been
the near future.
various selections being particularly
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bennett of
Mrs. Howard Davis (Dorothy spending some of the time this
suited to the individual tone coloring Camden ,erc recent guests of Mrs.
/J
Beane) is quite ill and friends hope week at the home of her parents Mr.
Mrs. Rubv W alter Miller read Eliza Bennett's mother,
Mrs. Adella
she
may
soon
recover.
and
Mrs.
J.
F.
Heal
while
her
hus
beth Barrett Browning’s "A Musical
Gushee.
Mrs. Jennie Waterman has moved band was ln New York with his
Instrument," bringing the beauty of
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Whittier of
the word picture vividly before minds Rockport visited Mrs Whittier’s to the Linnekin house owned by How- brother Albert Rhodes.
i ard Proctor.
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton is in Bos
of her audience. Twoney-two mem mother. Mrs. Ella Perry, last week.
Rally Day was observed last Sun ton having received the free bus ride
bers and six guests were in attend
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E Walker
ance, enjoying to the full the program of North Eastham. Mhss., who have day morning in the Baptist Church to that city given each week by the
\/
This picture was made with the
with Rev. Mr. Pendleton of Bangor, Corner Drug Store of Rockland,
of the afternoon.
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Z. C. j in the pulpit. Miss Chrystol Stanley j Mrs. William Taylor of South Hope
aid of one of those phony rubber
Gurney and family, have returned
and Miss Linnibel Grant sang a duet; | Ls guest of her sister, Mrs. A. A.
ORFF'S CORNER
home.
dollars you may have seen in the nova 's o Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson ' Clark.
Pcbie Robbins is doing carpenter
They were both greatly enjoyed.
Mrs. Nettle Brown is in Lynn where
Colds are prevalent in this lo
• i f e ja r
elty stores. But REAL dollars— honwork in Camden.
Following the morning service the cality at 'present.
she will spend the winter with her
Several Grangers from this section
children gave Rally Day exercises
daughter Mrs. Meda Ralph.
The Courier-Gazette Is now on sale
est-to-John shopping dollars—will strtici:,
went to Burkettville Monday night
Of special interest was the group of at the Postoffice—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Achorn and Mrs.
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in response to an invitation extended
young children from North Appleton,
Elmer Smith have been spending a
too! You can make them cover more pur
by Medomak Valley Grange.
trained by Mrs. Helen Johnson.
lew davs a t Mrs. Addie Achom's.
UNION
Charles Salo has been ploughing
chases than you ever thought possible if you
Joseph Moody. Carleton Gushee
Mr. and Mrs Forrest Wall of Ten his land.
and Almond Gushee have been fortuMr and Mrs. Frank Deering of
ant's Harbor were guests Sunday of
These hunters have each shot a
know how and where to spend them most eco
nat» in shooting a deer apiece.
Hallowell have been visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell.
deer this season: Carleton Gushee
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Earle of Auburn Roger Morang Roland Oushee, Jo  The Georges Valley Orange P. of H s.’s‘er Mrs. Mildred Lowden.
nomically !
i was entertained by Burkettville
recently spent a few days with Mrs seph Moody and Almond Gushee.
Miss Ethelyn Verge and Woodrow
,
Grange Saturday night, and a good Verge with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Earle's brother Percy Ludwig.
The school bus is driven by, Z. C.
time was reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell were in Gurney.
Mank of Thomaston called on friends
Sympathy is extended to the rela here last week.
Elmore recently to attend the funeral
Mrs. Clara Wentworth, who has
tives of Mrs. Ada Wadsworth who
of their aunt. Mrs. Mary Johnson.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Deering and
been visiting Fanny Gushee and
Making a dollar go farther is just another name for thrift, and thrifty shoppers are usually
was a resident of Appleton for many Clifton Lowden visited relatives in !
Percy Ludwig, Alfred Jackson and
mother at the village has left for
ad-shoppers. They know what they’re going to buy— where to buy it— how much to Fay
Sanford
W alter spent Sunday In West Upton. Mass., to spend the win years. Of the motherly type, with a Windsor last Saturday.
deep love for all young people, she
Gardiner.
Miss Ruth Barker who is attend
— before they leave their front doors. They plan their shopping tours with the help of THE
ter with her son Samuel Wentworth
will be remembered with sincere ing school in Portland was home for |
An interesting meeting of the Farm and family.
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affection. Her declining years were the holiday.
Bureau was held at the Community
spent in Morrill, in the home of one
House Wednesday. The subject was
Earle Butler has recently bought a
‘‘pie making." Two new members
of her younger daughters Mrs. Albert Nash sedan.
Get the ad-shopping habit. It is the royal road to wise buying.
Barnes.
were welcomed. The annual planning
Francis and Thelma Watts with
Mrs Addie Hawkes, in the loss of Woodrow Verge of Thomaston visited
me°tlng will be held Dec. 12.
her husband Harry Hawkes receives relatives and friends in New Hamp
Orff’s Com er 4-H Clubs attended
muddy-looking, blotchy and deep sympathy. Of a genial disposi shire, Massachusetts and Rhode
the County Contest ln Camden, ac
red—relieved and improved tion he will be greatly missed in the Island last week. Thelma Watts re
companied by Albert Elwell, Boys'
with safe, medicated Resinol. community.
Club lender
sumed her work In Wellesley. Mass
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en by Mrs. Carl Feyler, Miss Dorothy neon by two boys, strangers, who
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at
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proBlood.
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Regular meeting of the American moted from teacher of physics and 1 ♦
hall was decorated with green, orchid.
..j )jnew a gUy once who went out
FINNISH girl wishes position, gen
chemistry to vice principal at South ' I
yellow and rose crepe paper, fir
Legion Auxiliary Tuesday evening.
eral housework In small family. Honest
into the country for a visit with a
and good disposition. Write S. W.. care
Manchester. Conn., where he h as:*
boughs and red berries. Buffet lunch
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Lloyd H. Thomas, a Camden artist, i satisfaction. The man went off Mrs. Alice Rich will be hostess to
was served. Specialty numbers were coupla guys. The yarns he told about whose productions are so unique as happy but to this day Lloyd Thomas | the Friends-ln-Council at their next teen fcr seme-time. Six hundred j WRITE and sliver dress pin lost Sat
SMALL heated, furnished or partly
students attend the school. I t is a l urday on Broadway between Llmerock furnished apartment wanted. TEL
a “Tango" by Howard Dunbar, and i the things—well—he couldn't believe to be quite in a class by themselves , has been ever trying to find time to | meeting.
and Masonic Sts Finder please notify
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ways a pleasure to hear of the ad  ! MRS B H. STINSON Tel. 869 140-142 375-5.
a Spanish dance by Bill Foster and his eyes. I can understan how they
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another
for
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And
that
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the
is gaining a widespread reputation,
BLACK
and
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and
wanted. Clarion ranges, enamel ranges,
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Answers to "Don.” K F KNIGHT kitchen cabinets, 'm all tables, refrig
Friday Club this week a t her home
the story of his work having appeared time never seems to come.
Chester has always worked hard to Rockport Tel. 476
141*143 erators. 138 CAMDEN ST.
and Mrs. Austin Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. or the theayters an' alia that, but in a number of metropolitan news
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Besides ships Mr. Thom as finds on Washington street.
BETWEEN Rockland and Bangor. Nov.
ROUTE MAN wanted w ith established
Donald Bickford. Mr. and Mrs. How they ain't even got the subways or papers. The latest article is from , fish a good subject. Eagles too have Harbor View Chapter, O.E.S.. of achieve.
2. white canvas bag. containing clothes route to handle side line of merit.
Amcng those who attended the in and
camping
equipment.
BYRON Something new th at Is bound to sell.
ard Dunbar. Mr. and Mrs. Charles "els" or the joints or zoos, or even the the Boston Herald, an d it Is here re- been hatched under his blade Ana I Rockport, will be guests of Seaside
THOMP8ON. Friendship
139*141 GRAPESUGAR Write W. care The
spection of Fon-du-lac Chapter. ________________________________
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published:
one moose now glares through a Chapter, Monday evening. Supper
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Starrett.
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at
Friend
'How all them people can get
erine Linster, “Brad" Bradford.
At the rear of an old antique shop j vey the exquisite carvings,
Parker Morse Hooper has closed
Richard Burgess and Nathan Rich along, eatin' the way they do—is sur- in a little community way down east i T o please a customer this ex "Hill Acres," cn Chestnut hill and Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Alzada Sim- i sHip.
mons. Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson, I Mrs. Abbie Rines Storer of Oakland,
ardson, all of Rockland: Capt. and ] prisin' to me and must foe tough on on the Maine seaboard an artist i traordinary artist has actually taken returned to his home in Fall River,
«
and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert s ta rre tt.' Calif . is guest of her aunt Mrs. Nancy
Mrs.. Lesley Stinson and Mr. and Mrs.
N
Associate Grand Patron George j Spear for a time. She traveled overthe women too. Can you imagine quietly works. To some he is an his pole in hand, tram ped off to the Mass.
Fritz Johnson of Camden; A. J. RawBEST dry hard wood for sale. Cord
artist of the brush but to most folk ; hills, snapped his fish from the waters Mrs. P. J. Gcod will entertain the Minot of South Portland inspected. I *and the entire distance by bus and
fitted. $10. Dry slab wood $7. Kindling
ley of Tenants Harbor: Mrs. Esther missing the finer things like the he is an artist of the knife. No. h e ! of Lake Megunticook. an d then with
$1
15 ft HASKELL BROS., Water S t.,
Monday Club next week at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Wiiliam Hysom of cnjoyed it all.
Tel. 29-M.____________________ 132*134-tt»>
Wheeler. Mr. and Mrs. Dana Frank sculptoor an alia that—that we get doesn't throw knives and he's not a , his prize still wet. sat down to carve
on
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Mr.
and
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K.
Kalloch
Christmas Cove are spending the
GOOD second-hand lum ber and blinds.
lin Stone. Mrs. Helen Anderson, Mr. ] every noon at the automat. Pickin' surgeon; rather he's a wood carver and paint.
son will be the reader w ith Ignace winter with their daughter Mrs Janet were in Augusta Monday.
C A HAMILTON. 29 C hestnut St Tel.
and Mrs. Wilson R. Foster, Mr. and out yer own eats, eatin' with yer hat Combining adroitly a flare for paint- I As for ships: Mr. Thomas insists he
98C-J.*
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Paderewski,
the
subject.
The patrons of the Public Library
Robinson.
Mrs. Maurice Lindsey. Mrs. Elizabeth on. yer can't do it at home like yer ing and a priceless gift for carving knows little about them. He's not
GOOD dry hard fitted wood for saie, $9
Mrs.
Jessie
Beverage
entertained
are
asked
to
take
note
of
the
large
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope was
cord: mixed wood fitted. $6 50. FRANK
Pease. Mrs. William Vinal, Miss can at the automaton. S ittin’ with this artist is the reviver of an old j particularly interested in life on the
the Twilight Twelve Thursday eve 1guest the first part of the week of number of the better magazines on ERICKSON. R 1, Box 70, Thomaston
Francis Jordan, Carl Feyler and strangers, keepin' in line, pushin' in art and the creator of a new.
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j sea. Yet he has absorbed the life and ning.
the reading tables—subscriptions to
nickels, two at a time. Walt on yer»
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler.
DRY hard fitted wood, $9 and $10
Ernest Gray.
The artist is Lloyd H. Thomas, a Unes o t
of old an d new, both
M.
The Philathea Class met a t the
Ivy Chapter. O E S . has accepted many of them being for a period of cord: junks. $10 cord. Under cover.
Mrs. Alma Spear has returned from self, carry yer own dishes: git up an- young man of about 25 summers from his ancestry and his life as a
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Baptist Church parlors Friday eve the invitation tendered by Wiwurna years, and contributed through the LOFMAN Tel. 257-3.
leave
whenever
yer
wishes.
South Warren where she was guest
I HAVE some new Sauer K raut put up
His subjects are shins and fish. His |
along the docks of Cam den’s pic- ning with Mrs. Edith Bennett and
Chapter of Waldoboro to attend their generosity of a friend of the library. in 2*2 gal kegs. $2 50; four gal. kegs,
of Mrs. Edward Spear.
$3;
Sauer Kraut Juice. 2*2 gal. kegs. $2.
revived art is the decoration of sea- ; turesque waterfront.
The new plays are “first nighting" men's chests bv carving. His new ar. | Lloyd Thomas shuns all popular Mrs. Eleanor Hutchins as hostesses. inspection Tuesday evening. Anyone In addition to the 11 new magazines, I have tome nice salted dandelion
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greens
and put up a t home, one
Mrs.
Eugene
Shaw
and
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wishing transportation, call Elmer Mrs. James MacDougall has loaned gal. JarsI raise
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be
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and
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hats
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together. His shop is in Camden. '
that brings free advertising.
EDWIN A DEAN. Rockland Tel.
Comique Theatre attractions: SatMrs Amanda Winslow and Misses meeting of the Sons of Union Vet all.
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for
I t is the story of a young m an ,
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pal Church Friday was wlel patron the recent comers Is Max Gordon's who's dad is his friend, who started painting a Governor. Mr. Thomas urday, double program. ‘‘I Sell Any- Winnie and Lizzie Winslow, and Mrs. erans' Auxiliary Wednesday. Those
pall $1.25 H A. DUNTON. 18 Mechanic
ized and the supper highly spoken of. "The Farmer Takes a Wife,"— at the along in his dad's footsteps In the could have received national pub thing." and "Sagebrush Trail;" Edna White were dinner guests Wed- not solicited are asked to take sweets. St Tel. 763-M
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of
Mrs.
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The
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with
The Beta Alpha Club will meet with 46th Street Theatre—a t least it's antique business, and who later found licity by carving either the Endeavor
NO 1 hard woo<$ cut In September. 12
10 In. Junks; also 4-ft wood. SID
Miss Christine Moore Monday eve- | drawn most of the favorable criticism inspiration for an a rt of his own or the Rainbow this summer. But In "The scarlet Letter;" Wednesday, j Ten members of the Baptist Ladies' Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young Tuesday and
NEY HUMES. Washington. Me. Tel. 6-5.
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Mr.
and
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Kansas
City
Princess;"
Thursday
Circle
dined
Wednesday
with
Mrs
139-141
ning at her home on School street.
in the better papers
through his father's idea and en th a t would mean a dem and for orders,
HARD coal $15 ton. Pocahontas soft
The selectmen have planned for
a great demand. W hat Mr. Thomas and Friday. George Arliss in “The [ Mary Teague. In the company were Ernest G. Starrett, Mr. and Mrs. 8. coal
couragement.
$9 ton. Coke $12 ton. J. B. PAUL
Last Gentleman."
1Mrs. Bessie Hills, Mrs. Emily Hodg- E. Tarr. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waltz, SEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
During the daily jams, when work
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the shoveling of snow from the side
Three years ago Lloyd Thomas be works towards is perfect ion—not pro
The
meeting
of
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Baptist
Circle
' kins. Mrs Effie Hysler, Mrs. Corinne Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Moody, Charles
FULL STRENGTH legal beer and ales.
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are
moving
in
and
out
of
the
city,
walks. They have divided the long
gan to carve seamen's chests. On duction
will be omitted Nov. 28.
j Perkins, Mrs. Emma Wyllie. Mrs. E. Webb. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson, All leading brands. • Two bottles for
25c. $150, per doz.. $3 per case, contents
streets into sections with a view of the streets are sprinkled with men the lid and the front of these cedar
Mall orders filled. Add 2c for
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is
critically
1
1
1
at
j V. Oxton. Mrs. Rutha Spear, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner. Mr. and only
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stoves
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Martin.
delivery
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Warehouse
in
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They
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and
sible and some short streets are added
every precious possession of the men
hours—Open dally until 5 30 p m.. Sat
Mrs. Charles Burges; will enter- i Rev. and Mrs Howard A Welch, and
Carl Oxton shot a nine-point, 225- urday evenings until 7 30 p. m. De
to certain sections of the longer ones. you can buy a handful for a nickel. who shipped before the mast, Mr.
Mrs. E M. Hall was hostess to the
anywhere
wanted STOVER
pound buck Thursday. Eleven deer liveries
In the few weeks that I've been here Thomas carved models of famous Silent Sisters Friday night. A spa tain the Ladies jof the Methodist ' Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
FEED MFC. CO., on track at 86 Park St.
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Society Wednesday afternoon.
The Social Service Committee met have been shot thus far in Warren. Tel 1200
I've never seen one of them make a sailing ships. His previsions as well, ghetti supper was served,
NORTH HAVEN
GLENWOOD Range, $2500; dlnlngr
Howard W. Chapman of Warren
Mr. and Mrs. William G Stover of i Friday with Mrs. Grace Wyllie.
sale. I suppose they do or they
-et. $40 00. W. H RHODES Tel.
as his artistic touch lent an “extra
Miss Abbie Carter who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Mcore enter and Mrs. Mabel Moore of Rockland, 428 or 347-W
Lewiston are weekend guests of Mr.
139*141
Pythian Sisterhood will hold a roll- wouldn: operate, but at dusk no* : something" to his work which con-| guest of her aunt MTs. Almond
KINEO Furnace for sale
Practically
tained two tables of bridge Saturday formerly of Waldoboro, were married
and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson.
when everyone is hurrying to the vinced his father Fred F. Thomas.
new. a great bargain. STONINOTON
call Nov. 28. Every member is urged
Miller, returned to Rockland Thurssubway and home, you can see them that his son had more than just a 1day.
The Ladies of the G.A.R., had a evening. Guests were, Mr. and Mrs I Saturday at the M. E. parsonage at I URNITURE CO. Tel 980, Rockland.
to be present.
136-tf
Clarence
Wyllie.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Waldoboro, by Rev. A. G. Davis. Mr
hunting l huddl€d in doorways, stamping their flare for carving
benefit card party at the home of
Maynard Pierce is on a
George Newbert was a recent
SIX ROOM house at Pleasant Gardens,
1feet and eating their own wares.
Margaret Robbins in Hope Friday Fitzgerall of Rockland and Mr. and and Mrs. Chapman will make their electric lights garage, three lots of land.
trip on the mainland.
Rorkland visitor.
Mrs. Lyman Randall of Warren.
home on Park street, Rockland. Mr. Rent plan $900; $10 per month. V. F.
night.
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154'
Sunday the pastor will have a spe- j
j Shortly after, while the elder
Mrs. Keith Carver is visiting her
Allie
L.
G.
Hills,
who
had
been
seri
Chapman
Is mechanic in the Drewett
Mr»
D.
J.
Dickens
entertained
at
|
139-tf
cial Thanksgiving Day sermon
The t<werinR EmPlre State build- Thomas was convalescing, he con-, brcther
Oross in L;wi£.Qn
ously 111 the past year, and who u n  garage In this place and a large circle
WHEN you are planning t o sell your
dersi'rt-bridge
Thursday
afternoon
"Thankful For What." Singing by j
I ” ' ™ * t0_“ th ^ 'E m p ty State ( ceivqd the_idea which has made th e ( Mrs. Harold Marr an d daughter of
chicken* and fowl, call PBfTER g n .
13I-tf
the choir; Church School at 10; a t , buildln&" because. I suppose, it has so younger Thomas the success of to Boston are guests of Mrs. Wtl'.iam at her home on Pearl street. Pirs: derwent two surgical operations last of friends are extending them best WARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland.
THE L. E GRIFFIN nouse at 25 Jame*
honors went to Mrs. Emeline Hal week, died Nov. 23. Funeral services i wishes.
address
I
much
unrented
space.
It
extends
day.
The
idea
was
simply
th
at
night another illustrated
,
- St.. Rockland for sale. Hardwood Boon
I Clayter.
ford, second to Mrs. Joseph Culick i will be held Sunday at 2 o'clock in the '
electric lights, large lot. Priced right
"The Old Bo-k Goes Forth " Thes" from 33d street t0 34th street on Fifth , “Lloyd could carve ship panels” to
Marion
Littlefield
an d Jean
Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me.
Baptist
Church,
and
interment
at
J
50 slides are of the finest workman- Avenue and on!>’ a few of the street- han* from a
an>’ <«. ! Stracham gave a surprise party to and consolation to Mrs. Ada Low.
1855
1934 ________
26-tf
Fairview cemetery. Deceased leaves |
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Jamieson
j
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
ship, and set forth the work of the Ievel stores are °«™Pied« easily as his son carved the old | Betty Brown Tuesday evening at the
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
land Hair Store. 24 Elm b t Mall order*
entertain tonight a t dinner and besides his widow, a son, Victor H ills.'
American Bible Society in many
!
*
0ueens of the “ a on th « °Id
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
i home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
also
of
Warren.
Waldoboro,
Me.
131-tf
lands It is hoped all pupils in the There :s a city-wide elevator
operaSo Lloyd Thomas commenced his | Dewey Brown. Carver street. The auction Mr. and Mrs. John L
church school may be present. E very-1tor#' strlke' rm
on the 15th new work. The first creations were a
Tewksbury. Mr. and Mrs. Finlay; Mrs. Mansfield Robinson and Mrs i Artistic Memorials in Stone
j party was in celebration of her 11th
body come at 7 30 Sunday n ig h t.: flcor of the ',One Park Avenu*" build- bit crude, but soon the true artistic I birthday anniversary and was a most Calder and their house guests Mr j Wilbur Spear spent Thursday w ith ' ____ _________________________ 1238-U .
Tuesday a t 7 30 there will be still ’ in« and n > admit “ 's
™ * ° r - ability guided his hand and Thomas's enjoyabb one. Refreshments were and Mrs. William G. Stover of I
1
r'.ed!
work began to bring Justified recogLewiston.
pictures, Pollyanna.” A silver offerserved and Betty rereived many
• • • •
[ nition. Cleverly wrought from a
Miss Helen Marie Dougherty was
ing will be received.
gifts. Those present beside the guest
AT 24 Crescent St., seven room house
Broadway, of songs and lights and single oiece of wood, these ship carvhostess Thursday evening to a group (
With Vernon Beverage as leader.
to let, flush toilet and lights. $12 per
of honor were: M arian Littlefield.
month,
water free. TEL. 1162-R
laughter
and
gaiety,
is
also
Broadway
ings in bas relief seem more realistic
of friends who. after enjoying an ex
Ralph Beverage. Samuel Beverage
Jean Stracham. Carrie Gray, Caro
141*143
drab
and
pathetic
and
without
dig
than
either
ship
model
or
mere
ship
cellent
dinner,
passed
a
merry
time
in
and Charlie Baird left Friday on the
SIX ROOM second floor flat with bath
lyn
Calder,
Marilyn
Carver.
Astrid
f t let adults only. Inquire LILLIAN
North Haven for the Boys' Confer nity. The gaiety is supplied mostly paintings. Looking a t the billow Rosen. Muriel Baum. Carolyn Alley playing the much-favored game of,
BICKNEI^,. 82 Llmerock St
141*143
by people from out of town who are ing sails and the rolling sea of any
beano, highest score in which went
ence in Portland.
HOUSE—Seven rooms and garage, ar
and
Dorothy
Conway.
confirming suspicions planted in Thomas plaque gives one the feeling
to Margaret Crockett; second, Alice
tesian well. W Meadow Rd Rent low.
The Rainbow Club met Friday Clancy and third. Hazel Talbot, i
L. A. THURSTON Tel. 1159.
141*143,
their minds by writers who glorify the that the ship-subject will suddenly
W A S H IN G T O N
TWO large comfortable sleeping rooms
night with Mrs. George Gray.
street. The pathos is supplied by leg surge forward.
Others in the congenial gathering
and bath, to let. Price reasonable 79
Th eannual istallation of officers were: Gladys Young. K athryn Boyn
UNION ST
141*143
Mr. Thomas's work, exhibited in
less boys selling papers, the drab, by
An entertainment will be given by
SMALL furnished Apartment, sunny
jittery old women selling cheap me New York and Boston, has received ! of Moses Webster Lodge ,F. & M., ton Keller, Dorothy Wentworth,
E
stablished
1825
exposure, garage, easily heated. CALL
the pupils of the High School at
757-R
-R or -----958-J.
139-141
chanical toys that squeak their warm praise for the originality and will take place the evening of Nov. K atherine McDonald and Helen Gal
Grange hall Wednesday evening Nov
27.
Masons
and
th
eir
families
will
FURNISHED apartm ent
of
three
mockery at the whole scene. The skill displayed.
lup.
rooms, with oil burner In range. Apply
28 and will consist of a varied pro
Mr. Thomas's method is simple in attend. Refreshments and dancing.
16 WILLOW ST
141*143
lack of dignity is best expressed by
gram which should be of interest to
ENTIRELY refinished tenement to let.
the hawkers In front of the theatres action. To hear him describe his
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STR. CO.
Excellent condition, pleasant, easily
both parents and citizens. It will in
Charles A. Shields
Service to Vinalhaven. North Haven.
crying, “Seats are available widout' work. It involves merely a piece of
heated.
New
hardwood
varnished
Stonington. Isle an Raut, Swan's
clude a series of short plays, music,
kitchen Apply 11 JAMES ST 138-143
waitn’—see the greatest mellerdrama California pine, "upon which you
Charles A. Shields, 85, an esteemed
Island
and
Frenchboro
readings poet's gold, a one-act play
SIX ROOM flat. 117 Llmerock St.
Effective Sept. 15, 1931
draw, free hand mind you, a ship citizen, died at his home cn High
of de age!"
Reasonable rent. Easy to heat. W H.
with parody song, scketches and other
(Subject
to
Change
W
ithout
Notice)
RHODES.
Tel. 428 or 347-W.
139*141
from
some
oil
painting,
carve
out
in
The lights are pretty.
Eastern Standard Time
street, Nov. 19 He was born in
numbers. Candy and popcorn will be
FURNISHED one room, kitchenette
bas relief the ship, the rolling sea.
New York, Nov. 22.
P
M
A M
apartment. $4 00 a week. V. F. STUD- f
Of course you appreciate your good wife, and you tell her so
on sale. Dancing will follow the en
1 30 Lv. Rockland
Ar. 9 30
LEY. 283 Main St. Tel 1154.
136-tf
and Dossibly a lighthouse in the Rockland in 1849. and has been
about once in so often, but don't you think she should have some
2 45 Lv. Vinalhaven
8.15
tertainment. Admission very rea
UNFURNISHED, four rooms, good con
resident
of
this
town
70
years.
50
of
background,
and
then
paint
the
3
30
Lv.
North
Haven
7
25
R E Q l'E S T W A S D E N IE D
thing a little more definite? Why don't you put in a new bath
dition. $4 00 per week V. F STUDLEY,
sonable.
40 Lv Stonington
635
which he had passed in the grocery 64 03
28? Main St. Tel. 1154.
136-tf
model."
Lv. Swan's Island
5 30
room? Hasn't she been wanting it for a long time? And wouldn't
B. H. STINSON. Agent
FIVE room apartm ent, all modern. In
Mrs.
L aura Tolman
Mr. Thomas's copies of ships of the business.
Bangor Dealers W inter a Separate
she be happy with a renovated kitchen? Talk it over with her to
138-tf
Barter
Block
to
let.
HERBERT
BARTER.
Have you seen the new attractive
Tel. 611-W.
134-tf
Retail Code For Eastern Section of S€a are letter Perfect in designs and | Shields, his wife, died two years
night. You'll both get enthused. Then see the plumber and the
Christmas gifts for sale by Miss Carr j Maine
FOSS HOUSE Heated front rooms to
proportions. He does not use a ( ago, since which tim e he has been
carpenter and us. The cost will not be too great. We will furnish
let. $3 un. 77 PARK ST. Tel. 330.
and Miss Raysor at "The Sign of the
_____
j planograph for his sketohes and only faithfully cared for by his daughter
the money and you can repay it in easy monthly installments. Many
Ship." 3 Elliot St.. Thomaston —adv.
Mrs.
Philip
Johnson
who
survives
TWO MODERN six room tenements
The Maine NRA compliance office a I®6 brush for his paintings.
of your friends are doing it. Look into this.
141-142
to let. 52-52*2 Summer St. Central lo
him. He also leaves two other
denied a petition by the Bangor Aucation. Oil burners, garage privilege.
Oddly enough he does not use a daughters, Mrs. Charles Lynch and
Apply MRS A C. McLOON. 33 Grove
r //W /5 . /
tomobile Dealers Association for a
St. Tel 253-M. City
12«-tf
jackknife for his carvings. Knives Mrs. George Innis both of Milford
separate motor vehicle retailing code
FOUR ROOM apartm ent to let. All
are fine for careless whittling, he Mass.; two sons. Dr. Victor Shields
modern conveniences, and garage. MRS.
for the eastern section of Maine.
HILL
A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Phone 576.
! says, but not for any such delicate of this town and Herbert Shields
Gorton James, acting compliance
113-tf
R
ockland,
Maine
18
School
Street,
work. And he wishes to go down on who has been associated in the groc
TENEMENT at 38 Mechanic St. to let,
director, said the request was tum id
135Stf
electric
lights,
flush,
reasonable
rent.4
record as a wood worker who likes ery business with his father for the
down because 80 percent of the deal
Inquire 176 MAIN ST. Tel. 874-W
(
the best and newest in tools. The past 16 years; nine grandchildren
124-tf
ers ih th a t territory did not partici
Thomas tool box contains about 40 and three great-grandchildren;
SIX ROOM house on Oak St., all mod
pate in the petition.
ern. to let Apply ALBERT S. PETER
odd chisels. Occasionally the jackSON, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
131-tf
sister Miss Emma Shields, niece,
James said all automobile dealers
; knife comes in handy, but it is seldom
MODERN tenem ent at 157 Talbot Ave.
Miss
Anna
Coughlin
and
nephew
in
Maine
will
be
under
a
single
code
Tel. 568-W. OVERNESS SARKESIAN
OF DISTINCTION
j so. For his paints Mr. Thomas uses
118-tf
authority composed of Ralph Bonney
Charles Coughlin of Rockland.
a “new process" which he did not
of Portland, chairman; George Davis
Mr. Shields was a charter member
' divulge. It is not an oil process, but
•
of Lewiston, L. S. Bean of Presque
of Pleasant River Grange. A pub
I
Some families believe they should not
4
the shining white sails and the
Isle. Roy Bard of Bangor. Charles H.
lic spirited man and Isustair.od a
!*
Prussian blue of his sea, makes us
purchase a monument until there is
Berry of Rockland, Charleston Holt
{*
lively interest ih th e welfare of the
4
it
a demise. Usually the first to pass are of Skowhegan. William Goodwin of wonder just w hat secret he does town. He was of a genial disposi
PIGS killed $2. good work, prompt
those who have earned and saved the Biddeford. John Wadleigh of Au possess.
tion and leaves a large circle of
service. MASON JOHNSON, Pleasant
At first getting his inspirations
Gardens.
Tel 912-W
137*142
gusta. Arthur Waterman and Myron
friends, upon whom, despite ad
family's funds.
from famous paintings of old ships,
MAKE YOURSELF A JOB. Instruc
D. Kidder of Portland, Ralph J.
vancing
years,
he
retained
an
af
tion on eight ways to earn money at
Mr. Thomas has now developed his
home. Price $1 FRANK S TOWNSEND.
Should not they desire more than a Kimball of Newport and Archie
Chemical Engineer, 95 Elm St. Milli
eye for correct proportions so exact- fectionate hold. T h e remains were
nocket. Maine.
140*142
vote on the choice of memorial for Getchell of Bar Harbor.
ingly that he can transcribe a ship taken Wednesday to Rockland where
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS «t *11 time*. '
services
took
place
in
St.
Bernard’s
their family lot? Should not chil
frem a tiny photo with correct a tte n 
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
131-tf
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R
tion to every detail on to his large Church. Rev. F ath er Flynn officiat
dren want their parents to make the
LET ME BANK your house and deco
ing. There were beautiful floral of
carved
panels.
rate
grounds
with
evergreen
trees.
major part of this decision?
Reasonable rates. C. EDWARD GROTAn entertainment, social and dance
The Camden wood-carver has ac ferings. Interment was in the family
TON. 138 Camden St.
139*141
lot in St. James cemetery. Thomas
The finest thought and the one that will be given in Odd Fellows hall tually sat in his shop, looked out a t
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
1 order. Keys made to fit all locks when
Ncv. 28 at 7.30 p. m. by the grammar the ships in th e harbor, and carved a ton.
will give every family most satisfac
original
keys are lost. House. Office or
Among those from away attending
school students. Mr. Bragdon is marine panel of a sloop riding there
Car. Code books provide keys for all
tion is to select while the family is in training the children and a good time at anchor. Some years ago, Mr. the funeral were: Mrs. Charles
[ locks without bother. Scissors and
j Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Reatact . . . while each and all may have is expected.
l sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO..
Thomas carved a panel just for his Lynch .Mrs. George Innis of Mil
I Main St.. Rockland Tel. 791,
131-tf
Mrs. Maud Pattrson received manyj own. This panel Illustrated a ship ford, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
a say and voice an opinion.
SPECIAL MEETING
cards and congratulations Thursday, surging through the waters carrying I Maddocks and Victor Shields of
A Special Meeting of the Shareholders
of the Rockland Loan * Building Asso
Call a Dornan representative NOW. her birthday anniversary.
full sail. Action was the point em  North Weymouth, Mats.
ciation will be held at the office o t the
Corporation, No 18 School Street. Rock
phasized. A man came into the shop
land. Maine, at 4 o'clock p M , Tues
U. S. FARM M O R T G A G E S
. the same day th a t Mr. Thomas had
day. Dee. .4. 1934, to receive proposed
W IL E Y ’S C O R N E R
amendments to the Bv-laws.
i completed his own ship. The m an
H. O; GURDY^ Secretary.
Rockland, Me . Nov. 19, 1934.
The Courier-Gazette may now be
In general figures the farm mort- wanted an action carving. Nothing
1 4 1 -lt
| gages of the United States are esti- else would satisfy him. So there was obtained from Alfred Kinney who will
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies
of
The
Courler-oazette.
with
the
THOMASTON
EAST UNION | mated at nearly $9,000,000,000 as corn- nothing for the young artist to do also be glad to take want advertise
homo news, nt the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old
| pared with city mortgages amounting but trot home, bring back his prize. ments and new subscriptions.
outh Church; also at Andelman's, 284
125*136
I to around $36,000,000,000.
| and part with it to the customer's
remont St,
T K O M A /T O N 1 8 5 -4

By Cliff Ladd

Lloyd Thom as Starts a School Of His O w n, U sing
Jack-K nife and Chisels

LOST A N D FOUND

FOR SALE

It** —* * « » « » » » * * * 9
I
TO LET
- ---------------- - . - - n

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

%

OF COURSE YOU DO

THFRESAHOST

k

L
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L

M ONUM ENTS

W E N O W H A V E IN STO CK

TROMMER’S

MISCELLANEOUS

F u ll S tr e n g th B e e r

Place Y our Orders for the H oliday Season
Free Delivery In and A round Rockland

NAUM & ADAMS

DORNAN

TELEPHONE 6 2 7
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E v ery-O th er-D a y

P a g e Seven

I 726 pupils or more shall be allowed
R A Z O R V IL L E
| THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES |
j $46 for each pupil in average daily atMrs. Geneva Chapman was recently
“ Five C ents To a D ollar Objective
M ethods
A n - | tendance.
$ 1 .0 0 S A L E U 7
The allotment for cities or towns a visitor in Lewiston and Sabattus.
ROOM LOTS
" r llu L i 1 M I L i l l
S to re ” Proves M uch To
nounced In Detail By P u b - supporting a partial high school pro
Mrs. L. P. Jones visited her niece
H
U
N
D
R
E
D
S
O
F
B E A U T IF U L P A T T E R N S
lie School Commission
the P a tro n s’ Liking
gram shall be calculated as if they Mrs. Dickinson a t Augusta recently,
had four-year high schools, except as also her daughter Mrs. Clifford
all
8 ROLLS,
The Public School Finance Com
Despite the unusually large num
follows: Any city or town offering Brann at Cooper's Mills.
18
YARDS
BORDER,
for
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Vose enter ber of local activities going on in mission has announced “objective
In addition to personal notes regard
work in Grades 9. 10 and 11 only shall
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
Mrs. Will Leigher and daughter
ment especially desires information of tained at their home in Thomaston the city Wednesday, the fair given by methods" to be used in determining have its high school allotment re- |
Our reg. 24c roll papers Our reg. 35c roll papers
Geneva were visitors at Simon Turn
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Wednesday evening for the benefit of
the
amount
of
money
needed
to
sup
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
duced by 20 per cent. Any city cr er's Sunday.
Ralph
Ulmer Camp
Auxiliary. the energetic women of the Metho port the “foundation program” it
gladly received.
town offering work in Grades 9 and
TELEPHONE ................ ................... 770 or 794 Bean-O was the high light of the eve dist Church proved a success in
Edith Cvcrlock was at Nina John
recommends for different types of 10 shall have its high school allot
every
respect—financially
and
in
ston's over the weakend while Mrs.
ning, with Mrs. Adah Roberts Edwin
Maine schools.
IE. B. HASTINGS & CO.I
ment reduced by 35 per cent. Any
Miss Margaret Hellier entertained Vose and Otis Trundy carrying off j social enjoyment The fair was
In computing the cost or th e city or town offering werk in Grade 1Johr.stcn visited her sister in Ports
Wednesday evening, with Mrs. Char highest scores.
termed “A Five Cents to A Dollar
foundation program the Maine Public 9 only shall have its high school j mouth, N. H.
lotte Jackson as honor guest. Those
| iy of Augusta, returned home Sunday.
Store," tables arranged in th e vestry
George Turner was one of the for
School Finance Commission recom allotment reduced by 45 per cent.
SO M ERV ILLE
present were Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell,
While there he and his son enjoyed a
Chickawaukie Chapter. Delphian much as the counters of a modem
tunate hunters to get a deer this
mends th a t objective methods be
For each non-resident elementary j
.
hunting trip to Mt. Bigelow.
Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mrs. Herman Hart, Society, met Thursday afternoon with , department store. Decorations done
Mrs. Arthur Gross was a recent
...
,
used. The methods developed from pupil $27, and for each high school j fall.
Miss Marie Turner of Augusta
Mies Lucille Goding, Mrs. Esther Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood. Mrs. Helena | by Mrs. Edith Tweedie and Mrs. Mae
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner have visitor a t Mrs. A. R. Colbys.
practices In Maine and in the nation pupil $46 shall he subtracted from
passed
last
weekend
at
home.
She
Rogers, Miss Mina Tower. Miss Doro Fales as leader had as the subject Gregory, assisted by Ralph U. Clark.
at large are summarized in Table 3 the cost of the minimum program of moved to the Bliss house, which Mr
Fred A. Turner, who has been visit- was accompanied by Miss Helen H ar
thy Parker, Mrs. Rita Robinson, Miss "The Era of the Crusades.” and as were of simple but attractive nature
Turner recently came in possession of ing his son, Fred L. Turner and fam-1 ris of Winthrop.
of the report of the Commission. This the school attended.
Marguerite deRochemont. Mrs. Ethei signed topics were: The First Cru —chiefly blue crepe paper festoons
and has remodeled, making it one of
table gives the method by which the
For
each
elementary
pupil
sent
to
Sezak. Mrs. Ruth Brackett Spear. sade, Mis. Maude Smith; The Latin and streamers, with pendants of tin
following can be all taken into con school in another city or town for the attractive places of the town.
Miss Mary Haskell, and Mrs. R. L. Kingdom of Jerusalem. Mrs. Sadie sel resembling icicles.
T he blue
sideration: differences in cost in whom tuition is paid, $27 shall be
Mrs Alice Ware has bought the
Stratton. A miscellaneous shower Leach; The Later Crusades, Miss j crepe motif was again repeated in
w * tendered Mrs. Jackson whose Caroline Jameson; the Rise of the J the supper table decorations. The small and in large schools; differen added, and for each high school pupil Dow place formerly occupied by the
marriage to Cleo Hopkins is slated for Three Cities, Mrs. Ellingwood; The excellent chicken pie supper was ces in cost in high and in elementary sent to school in another city or Mahlon Turners, and has moved there.
schools; additional costs in which the town or in an academy and for whom
Forest Chapman is sawing wood
the near future.
Church in Later Ages, Mrs. Carrie j patronized by 125 persons.
ccmmunity is involved on account tuition is paid $46 shall be added to for Earl Boynton.
Palmer; Monastic Growth, Mrs. Ella
Miss Abbie Carter returned Thurs S. Bird.
In the evening a short but delight of sparsity of population, namely, the cost of the minimum program
Mrs. Minnie Rowe, teacher at the
day from Vinalhaven where she visit
ful entertainment was presented, transportation, subsistence, am ount of the city or town paying the tuition. Hodge school, passed the weekend
Mrs. Ellen Prescott entertained her featuring vocal solos by Mrs. Nettie of non-resident tuition, etc.
ed relatives for several days.
For each $45 spent for the approved with her aunt, Maud Howard, at
Calculations of the cost of the cost of transportation or subsistence Howard Farm.
bridge club from Gardiner Tuesday Bird Frost and Mrs. Gladys Morgan,
Mrs. Leon White and son Leon, evening. Those present were: Mrs. trumpet solos by Frank Young, minimum foundation program are as in lieu of transportation, $27 shall be
Ralph Hannan of North Union is
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping and Miss Bertha Blaisdell. Mrs. Helen Harvey, musical readings by Miss Margaret follows:
added to the cost of the minimum chopping on the Sidclinger lot for
Martha Wight motored to Bangor Mrs. Helen Russell, Mrs. Marion Des
A one-teacher elementary school program of^the city or town supply Mr. Mace.
Reed of Tenant's Harbor, and hu
Thursday.
mond, Mrs. Estelle Welch. Miss Ma morous reading by Mrs. G race Rol which is declared to be a necessary ing the tran portatlon.
LET US TAKE YOUR ORDER FOR
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Manner of Win
rion McCausland and Miss Sadie
part of the state school system shall
Cost of living corrections are of chester, Mass., who have been visit
Miss Mabel F. Lamb will present a Shapiro. First priae was won by lins. Mrs. Faith G. Berry acted as
be allowed $783. (This $783 is ob such a nature th a t they need not
ing at Charles Vanner's, have re
group of her piano pupils in an in Miss Shapiro, and the consolation by accompanist for the artists. Mrs.
tained by multiplying 29x$27. This be introduced until the State a p 
turned to their home.
formal recital Sunday evening at 7 Mrs. Helen Harvey. Refreshments Tweedie and Mrs. Gregory as cois
the
average
number
of
pupils
per
chairmen were assisted by these
proaches the ultim ate program.
Miss Joan Turner has been staying
in the Universa'.iet vestry. All inter were served.
elementary teacher in large schools
committees:
The result of the application to with her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
ested friends will be welcome.
Five and Ten Department: Mirses times the allowance per elementary a community of the method given in Clayton Stickney.
Itooevik Club will hold1 its annual
Table 3 gives th e cost of the $27
The Misses Rogers entertained at meeting Tuesday afternoon at the Faith Lurvey, Ruth Marston, Don pupil.)
Mr. and Mrs. Jo h n L. Howard of
An elementary school with two or program here referred to. This is
bridge Thursday for the Citizens Civic home of Mrs. Leola Noyes. Members na deRochemont, Maryon Keller,
Union spent last Friday at Edith
really the kind of program which Overlcck's. Mr Howard had the good
Committee. Ward 2. There were five are invited to take donations of cloth Esther Chapman.
more teachers and an average daily
Fifteen
to
Twenty-five:
Mrs.
Mar
would cost $27 for an elemen fortune to get a deer in the North
tables.
WITH ALL THE FIXINGS
ing.
attendance of 42 pupils or leas shall
garet Philbrook, Mrs. Lena deRoche
tary pupil in a large city school sys Woods.
be allowed $37.29 for each pupil in
Chapin Class meets Tuesday evetem. To obtain a comparable pro
Eliza Swan is spending several mont. Mrs. Gladys Studley, Mrs.
QUALITY AND PRICE O. K.
WE DELIVER
average daily attendance Provided,
ning at the home of Mrs. Ella S. weefc. wUh her niece in Medford. Minnie Crocs, Mrs. Anah Gay.
gram for a high school child in a
however
th
a
t
any
elementary
school
Bird.
Twenty-five to Fifty: Mrs. Esther
large city school system would cost
Mass., where she will attend the wed
with two or more teachers which is
$46 To obtain a comparable pro
ding Nov. 17 of Miss Helen Thomp Dolliver, Mrs. Lela Worrey, Mrs.
Mrs. A R. Havener and Mrs. Ray
declared a necessary part of the
Vesta Stewart, Mrs. Ella Black. Mrs.
gram fcr the children in a oneson.
Ingredients of Vicks
E. Eaton entertained at contract and
educational system shall be allowed
teacher school, regardless of the VapoRub in Convenient Candy Form
Winifred Stanley.
tea a t Green Gables Thursday.
at
least
$783.
Mrs. Hattie A. Higgins, who is in ill
Fifty to One Dollar: Mrs. Grace
number of children, would cost $783.
TEL 148
ROCKLAND
276 MAIN ST.
There were five tables.
Any elementary school with two
health, is being cared for at thp home Lurvey, Mrs. Laura Buswell, Mrs.
and so forth.
or more teachers and an average
of Mrs. Brewster, Cedar street.
Margaret Work, Mrs. Annie HansThe cost of a $45 program neces
Mrs. Charles Morton and sister,
daily attendance of 43 to 290 pupils,
com, Mrs. Feme Horeyseck.
sary to determine in order to apply
Mrs. Donald Chapman went to Bos
inclusive, shall have allotted to it
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel entertained
ton Fridav to spend the weekend at bridge Thursday night at their | Candy: Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. $1,566 for the first 42 pupils in Provision 3 of the recommended plan,
Sunday they will hear the famous home at the West Meadows; honors Lena Stevens. Mrs. K athleen Mars average daily attendance and $25.26 would simply be one and two-thirds
violinist, Jascha Heifetz at Symphony going to Arthur Bowley, Edward Bax ton, Mrs. Lottie Crowley, Mieses for each additional pupil in average times the cost of a $27 program.
Britt.
Hall.
daily attendance.
ter and Miss Susan Spear.
Aprons: Mrs. Ella Lurvey, Mrs.
P O R T CLYDE
Any elementary school with an
A.R.T.H. Club met Friday at the
The weekly meeting of J. S. C. Club Evelyn Orcutt, Mrs. Rose Gardner. average dally attendance of 291 pu
There will be a turkey and duck
home of Mrs. Addie Allen, with Mrs. was held at the residence of Miss Mrs. Shirley Rollins, Mrs. Margaret
pils or more shall be allowed $27 shcot at Port Clyde Wednesday and
Maud Cables as hostess.
Rackliffe.
Rose Cuccinello Tuesday evening.
for each pupil in average daily a t  Thursday, Nov. 28-29. Long guns,
tendance.
Mrs. Raymond Cross has been ill
Supper:
Mrs.
Ivy
Chatto,
Mrs.
short guns, new guns and old guns.
The W.I.N. Club combined pleas
Any four-year high school which Rain cr shine, shoot from under
for a few days at her home on Broad ure with civic duty Thursday night, Carrie Winchenbaugh, -urs. Eunice
has an average daily attendance of caver. Win the turkey, Wednesday
way.
«
entertaining at the attractive North Winslow, Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs
36 pupils or less than be allowed far Thanksgiving. Spend the holi
Main street home of Mrs. Ralph A. Etta Covel, Mrs. Susie Karl, Mrs.
Marguerite Blaney recently en
$1,012 for the first 6 pupils in average day cn the range as our dads did
Florence
Young,
Mrs.
Ida
Simmons
Glfndenning. netting a substantial
tertained at her home on Limerock
daily attendance, and $67 47 for each when we were boys. This Is a non
sum for the Citizens' Civic Commit Mrs. Lena Graves.
street to celebrate her fourth birth
additional
pupil up to 36 pupils.
profit event so the costs are very
Waitresses: Miss Eva Rogers, Mrs.
tee. Prizes a t auction were awarded
day. Her guests were Anna Bullard.
Any
four-year
high school which low for a day of sport and profit.
Marguerite
Johnson,
Mrs.
Shirley
Mrs. Retta Cole. Mrs. Hester Chase,
Charles Perry. Russell Connon. Alice
has an average daily attendance o f 1Shcoting all d a y —adv.
Mrs. Hattie Davies, Miss Elizabeth Rollins, Miss May Chase, Miss
Blaney. and Margaret and Ruth Dor
from 37 to 726 pupils shall be allowed
Louise
Dolliver,
Mrs.
Leona
WhitePost, Mrs. Carrie Douglass. Mrs.
man. A merry-go-round birthday
W A SH IN G T O N
Ethel Campbell, Mrs. Gladys Estes, hill, Miss Madlene Rogers, Mrs. $3,036 for the first 36 such pupils and ;
cake was a feature of attraction for
Fred Ludwick now sells The Cou
| Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs. Gwendo- Grace Ludwick, Miss Marguerite $44.00 for each additional pupil.
the little folks. Games and music
Any four-year high school which rier-Gazette a t the postoffice.
deRochemont, Miss Saxon Lurvey,
rounded out a very happy afternoon. ] lyn Barbour, Mrs. Helena Coltart and
131‘ t t
Mrs. Annie Eaton, Mrs. Beal. Mrs. has an average daily attendance of j
Mrs.
Hilma
Farrow.
C»*“-----Ruth
Hoch,
Mrs.
Ethel
Richards,
“ Shakespeare Society meets Monday
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and Mrs. Feme Horeyseck. Mrs. Minnie
evening at the home of Mrs. E. D.
Spear, with Mrs. Harriet Frost as sons William and David are guests of Cross. Mrs. Lottie Crowley, Mrs.
SUNDAY ONLY
Mr. and Mrs. Howe W. Hall in Orono Gould, Mrs. Anah Gay. Miss Minnie
leader.
Smith.
over the weekend.
W ANTED:
Ice Cream: Miss Elizabeth SukeThe first in a series of Bean-O
5
0
,0
0
0
College
G
ra
d
u a te s To P ound the Pavem ents
Miss Evelyn Morse was hostess to forth, Miss Margaret Ellis.
parties to be given in Ward 7 for the
SJS.S.
Club
for
sewing
and
lunch
Citizens Civic Committee took place
o f New York
The plane will no longer make
Thursday evening at the home of Wednesday evening. The meeting
At last the screen tells th e TRUE STORY of America's so-called
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker. Others next Wednesday will be with Mrs. Sunday morning and noon trips un
"FLAMING YOUTH" just out of College and just out of luck show
less there are sufficient passengers to
present were Mayor and Mrs. L. A. Margaret Gilmore, Thomaston.
ing the world they can ‘ take it" as well as hand it out—in First
warrant
it.
but
will
make
the
regular
Thurston, Mrs Russell Bartlett, Mrs.
National's
Mrs. John Robinson entertained 8 and 3.30 trips from Rockland week
W. E. Morgan. Mr and Mrs. Charles
G. Hewett, and Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Sleeper Bible Class a t her home Mon days. Stanley C. Boynton C o—adv.
day.
Bicknell.

® S O C * ETY

T H E M ETH O D IST F A IR

S C H O O L FINANCING

A ll PAPFR
$ 1 .0 0

8 Rolls for $1

5 R olls f o r $ l

CHOICE NORTHERN TURKEY

FINE NATIVE CHICKEN, FOWL,
DUCKS OR GEESE

FLINT’S MARKET

VICKSCOUGHDROP

WRAPPED

Miss Winifred Coughlin was guest
speaker before the Half Hour Read
ing Club in Thomaston last Friday
evening, a t the home of Miss Chris
tine E. Moore. Her subject was
“Books In Relation to Significant
Trends.”
Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth returned
yesterday from a week in Boston with
her sister. Miss Corinne White.
Opportunity Class held its annual
banquet Thursday night at the First
Baptist parlors, attended by members
and their families. Mrs. Alice Kaler
was supper chairman. Effective dec
orations in the class colors, red and
green, .were done by Mrs. Clara
Gregory assisted by Mrs. Maud Grant.
Short talks were given by Mrs. Ada
Prescott, class, president, Mrs. Clara
Emery, class teacher, Rev. and Mrs.
J. C. MacDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Cassens, Charles H. Morey and Frank
H. Ingraham.
Adjournment was
made to the vestry where this pleas,
ing program was presented: Class
songs by the assembly; recitation,
"My Temperance Dolly," Cynthia
Tibbetts; trumpet solo, Eleanor Harp
er; reading. Mrs. Elvie Wooster; vo
cal solo, Mrs. Lorna Pendleton; vio
lin solo. Ruth Harper, Margaret
Dunton accompanying; piano soloi
Dolly Havener; reading, Alice McIn
tosh; vocal trio, Mrs. Mildred Hav
ener, Mary and Bernice H av
ener; class songs by the assembly.

The dance given by the “hello" girls
of the local telephone office on Wed
nesday night a t Ocean View ballroom
brought out 200 or more couples who
tripped the light fantastic to the de
lightful music of Gerald Cram and
His Broadcasting Orchestra of Wins
low. The program included a balloon
dance and several number dances.
The committee in charge of the suc
cessful affair comprised Miss Mary
Small. Miss Alma Nutt, Mrs. Made
lyn Hanscom and Mrs. Elizabeth Val
ley. An expression of thanks is made
to all who aided in the ultimate suc
cess, especially to the merchants who
contributed the articles for prizes.
A neat sum will be realized for the
Christmas fund.

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“GENTLEMEN
ARE BORN”
with

FRANCHOT TONE, JEAN MUIR
Sponsored by Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, American Legion

MONDAY-TUESDAY

THE ENEMY IN THE SKY
DARED H IM TO FIGHT!

w
W L.

Reduced prices for three days on
all wool dresses and some knitted
dresses at Alfreda Perry's, 7 Limerock street, Rockland, Me.
141-lt
What better dessert could you
serve your family than a quart of
Fro-Joy Ice Cream. Call your near
by Ice cream dealer—ask for FroJoy.—adv.
141-142

WARNER

FOR Y O U R

Thanksgiving
S P E C IA L S
P lu m

MONTENEGRO
RUSSELL HARDIE

P u d d in g .

O ld

D a rk

L ig h t

PARIS®

or

C h o c k Full o f d e 

lic io u s f r u it s a n d nu ts.
M in c e

. Blue Ribbon Bread today and note how
its two wrappers of m o is tu re -p ro o f,
germ -proof waxed

paper

hermetically

P ie .

L ik e

M o

dirt and all impurities out.
"Double-Wrapped" also makes N issen’s Bigger and
Better Loaf the FRESHEST THING IN TOWN.

th e r U s e d to M ake.
T r y I I A t O u r B o oth ■ P o rtla n d Food Sbou ■ C ity H u l l ■ T h u

C o o k i n g C ru m b s .

"RIDERS OF DESTINY

The

Fashioned

your satisfaction G e t a loaf o f Nissen’s

seals its goodness in and keeps dust,

F r u it C a k e .

'NOW PLAYING
“CASE OF HOWLING DOG”
with PERRY MASON

P R O T E C T IO N .

Double-W rapping costs us more money
but we do it for your protection and

G ood
Kind.

Oh, Rockland, with your trees th at lace

The Muse has chosen you; you are the
proud
Inside parking for your car day or Mother of Beauty th a t can never die.
Oh. shcut your grateful praise to her
evening, 25c. Fireproof Garage, Rock
aloud!
Clytle French Spear.
land,
117-tf*
19 Cambridge Place, Brooklyn, N. Y,

the arms of the woman he
loved dung to this man who was
not afraid o f death . . . but was
afraid of fe a r!
»

BAXTER

IMMORTALITY
|For The Courier-Gazette]
Maine gave you Edna St Vincent Millay:
Beauty she gave—beauty to her returned.
Your genius, th a t the world's honor has
earned.
Js Maine's honor; you're rooted In her
clay.
All of her golden sunsets from you ray.
All of her gentle peoples In you dwell;
Of her great hills you are the living cell.
And of her forests and her glittering bay.

sky.
Call 38-W, “P at” Lawrence, for Your the
waters th a t march out to meet
a cloud.
prompt service on Round Top Farm
Your cliffs th a t sentinel your shores
Pasteurized Products.—adv.
141-tf
from high.

BLLIC RIBfcJOn

Shows. 2.00, 6.10, 8..10
Continuous Satarday
2.00 to 10.30

Fo r

t h a t T K » n L rn i\/in n fjrn c c -

VPtri

J O H N J. N ISSE N BAKING CO ., PORTLAND, ME.
SOLD ONLY AT YOUR INDEPENDENT GROCERS

E v e r y -O th e r -D a y
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P a g e E ight
yrC-j,'

55?'?’

’5 ? ? ’r'/ <?'‘l>’5 ? ;

THE REALM OF MUSIC
G la d y s S t .

C la ir M o r g a n

PENOBSCOT TO THE HUDSON
THE SAUNTERER
A. B. Crocker
——4 T enant’s H arbor M otorist P ens An Interesting
Answering a question propounded in
A ccou n t Of W eekend Journey
a recent issue of The Courier-Ga

eW E E K ’S

T E L L S C R E D IT F A C T S — A le x 
ander E d w a rd D u n c a n , c h a irm a n
of th e board o f th e C o m m e rc ia l
C re d it C om p a n y , w h o w ill give
v ita l fa cta on c re d it as guest
speaker on th e F o ru m of L ib e rty
program T h u rs d a y , N ov. 29. F a c 
to r in hundreds o f tho usands of
“ tim e " pu rchases, he w ill be
heard o v e r C o lu m b ia n e tw o rk at
8 :3 0 P .M ., E S T .

zette. "I am wondering how much
longer you can saunter?" Well, yesEditor of The Courier-Gazette:
stretch we passed the Mas achusetts,
Tne Columbia Broadcasting Sys- j Music Clubs, and is now serving as terday X had a three-hour saunter.
ihterestcd have we
New Hampshire line. Both States
tern has arranged t,o present a series third vice president of the National
climbed Ramshead hill tower without reading the travels of the Roving have erected appropriate markers at
of programs of religious music by the Council of Women in New York City.
stopping, and have just been out for Reporter as well as the tales of the spot but they are entirely superchoir of the National Memorial Professionally, Mrs. Jardine has been
a stroll today b u t found it too warm others whfr- have made motor trips. I fluous as a forest of gasoline pumps
Church during the coming winter. interested in voice work, and for
for a real saunter. While it may be that we feel that there might be marks the Massachusetts side at the
ON T H E
R E L IE F S P O T — A p h otograph ic
The first program will be given in many years was a church soloist and '
true that, "sometime my dear Boze 5Crae whe would derive some small boundary. This forest has its origin
study, s p e c ia lly made fo r th is m on th 's A m e ri
the near future. The second is a member of various am ateur |
you will have to sit down when half degree of pleasure from reading an in a difference in gas taxes. At
can M a g a zin e , shows th e fe d e ra l r e lie f a d m in 
d finitely arranged as the annual ensembles. She made her first solo way up and take a rest." but not to
is tra to r, H a r r y L . H opkin s, a t his jo b of dis
account of our recent trip from Ten- Newburyport the State is taking
Christmas Carol service by the appearance at the early age of eight day. I leave th e resting for those
tr ib u tin g fe d e ra l funds to n e a rly fo u r m illio n
ant s Harbor to Springfield, Ma s .! advantage of the recent dsastrous
National Press Club in Washington and when 13 years old was given her elderly gentlemen, like my former
We do not dream of rivaling those i fire by build.ng a new road straight
on Dec. 24 The broadcasts will be first church position with a choir. pupil Elmer, who doesn't like walk
journalistic trium phs of the dis- from the end of the bridge over the
listed under some such cqption as Mrs. Jardine has done solo work with ing. As for me. I take the stair
tinguishec meandering member of Merrimac through the heart of the
“National Capital Choir”, which is civic organizations in oratorios and climbing as a p art of the saunter
The Courier-Gazette’s staff but burned district jo;ning the old road
the name efl the organization of chcruses and has appeared on the
My last previous visit to the tower we do hope that some of its read- at the southern outskirts cf the city,
music lovers constituting the choir. concert stage in trio and quartet was on Oct. 12. Some folks may re 
ers may consider our modest effort This is a much needed improvement
There are several unique factors in ensembles,
member that the weather was brash worthy of a few moments of their ’ a:, during the summer, it is not un
the relationship between the N ational,
(hasty in temper: Impetuous). I was time.
' usual for traffic to be hopelessly
Memorial Church and its choir. One
acting as escort to a young man for
It had long been our intention to Jammed for several miles on each
is that it is in spirit and motive a
merly of Houlton. Maine but who
take advantage of the weekend, sice of the city. We had lunch at a
volunteer choir. A few of the
has resided here in Somerville f o r , which included Armistic; Day, to
splendid large diner and we won
members are professionals, most are
some 12 years and has gotten accli make a visit to our home in Spring- dered what would be its fate when 1
no.’.-profes ionals. but all are bound
mated, and when we came to the field so we were more than glad to
the new road was opened as it lies
together primarily by a love of churct.
tower I said. “Well, son. are you
accept the in v itaio n of our uncle some di.tance from it.
music and a desire to make it a
game to make th e climb?"
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Manfred
sp.iiiual ministry rather than by
“Yes."
Once out on the famous Turnpike
Humphrey of T en a n ts Haibor to
the motive of financial profit. It is
So we clomb. and upon reaching the i■make the trip with them in the r the signs that marked town boundar
a volunteer choral society like the
top he turned right round and came
car. Wc have made this journey ies flew by so fast th at it was barely I
Handel and Haydn Society of Boston
right down again."
LIGHTHOUSE FOR DAD
countless numbers of timas in our car possible to read them. At Ljmnfield.
and similar sccieties in other cities.
"Losing your courage?" I asked .
but any motcr trip becomes much we left the turnpike and took our
Its members gain training and profit
"No," was the reply, "but I was
Willie (to mother, standing on
more interesting when taken in way through Wakefield, Stoneham
by the leadersh.p and instruction of pier): W hafs that there, ma?
afraid of losing my hands, they are
another's automobile when one is re and Woburn to Lexington. Here
its leader. Dr. Albert (W. Harr.ed.
nearly frozen now." It was cold.
Mother: A lighthouse, dearest.
lieved of all the responsibility of after circling the famous battle
unusually expert in directing choral
Nov. 17. my next call, was like an
Willie: W hat for, ma?
driving and has an opportunity to ground we went on to Waltham
singing.
Mother: To keep ships from getting early October day. and were it not
•ee a little more th an the rear end where we came out on U S. No 20
for the fact th a t the foliage had d e
Deepest of all is the de'ire to make on the rocks.
I of the car ahead ar.d the front er.d This is the main route from Boston
the music a spiritual ministry. The
Willie. Well, why don't you get one parted. it was hard to realize it was
to Albany via Springfield and Pitts
nearing Thanksgiving. I did not of the one approaching.
choir wants to do more than study for father?
field. Prom Albany it extends, under
have my field glasses but as it was a
and sing for their own pleasure. It
Six o'clock. Saturday morning, the same number, to Seattle, Wash
smoky so-wester. and the visibility
Ram Island
wants to do more than merely sing
found our party ccns.sting of Mr ington. Waltham marked our near
Hello, Lighthouse Keepers and Coast only about a couple of miles, so I
in church. It wants to be part of
and Mrs. Humphrey, Mrs. Rinna est approach to the capital of the
the ministry of the church, contribu Guard brothers. We are on the air couldn't see No'theast, or no'theast
.u Andrews. Mr. Rose and my:elf leav- Bay State. Speeding through Weston
by no th very far. and didn t see the
ting the "ministry of music", as the again.
, ing St. George to wend our way over and Wayland we came to Sudbury.
Mabel
Robinson
has
been
ill
with
steeple
on
the
Ridge
Church
weekly calendar terms it, and them
-mis
is
how
the
stair-climbing
beI
° n ; of the mOst beautiful drives in a This is a town of great historical
N A T IO N A L C O R N H U S K
selves engaging in the worship of the grippe.
interest. We soon passed- the Davis !
IN G C H A M P IO N — T e d Bal
gan.
Some
of
you
will
remember
th
a
t
State
of
many
such
drives
Not
the
Well. Miss Caroline Robinson, 95
congregation of which they are a
turkey farm. Here the hillsides were '
l:o, 29 y e a r old Redwood
part. It is an expression of the years old. when we are as old as you a few years ago we had a World W ar ‘eaSl P'-ea--ing sight was that of the
F a lla , M in n ., youth w as de
from the many literally dotted with hundreds of fine
spirit that binds the choir together.' we hope we shall be as smart. There In the winter of 1918 we had heatless , smc'te arising
c la re d th e cham pion o f th e
white
Holland
turkeys.
All
of
these
1934 N a tio n a l C orn H u s kin g
Varieties of religious faith are re- are even many young people who are Mondays, and elevators in offices in chimneys as the sturdy St. OeorgerJ U D G E 75, W E D S G IR L 26— W h ite -h a ire d
C o n te s t, w h en he picked
presented in the membership of the not so active as you have proved your- the cities did not run. I was then were P a r i n g for the day's various are destined to grace many ThankJudge M arcus K a v a n a g h . 75 y e a r old dean of
25.78 bushels In th e preemployed
in
an
office
on
the
ninth
Activities.
No
m
atter
where
any
one
giving
tables
in
the
vicinity.
xA
little
choir, but all seem to be at home in self. Do you remember the pansy
C hicago ju ris ts , and his b rid e , 26 y e a r old
sc .bed hour and tw e n ty
floor in th e Old South Building. from Tenant s Harbor plans to go | farther on we passed Henry Ford's
the atmosphere of the N ational: cat you gave Mrs. Abbie Robinson on
Jeanne L a to u r, h i t fo r m e r s e c re ta ry .
m inu tes.
Boston. I walked the eight flights of the first Part ° r the journey mUit Wayside Inn. made famous by LongMemorial Church.
White Head?
• • • •
I Edgar Webber was a caller at Mabel stairs all of those heatless Mondays always be the same. As a result St. fellow's poem by th at name a’so the
early work makes the fact apparent
and that is how I acquired the habit George cars are so well trained and old mill and the country stcre.
Like the return of a dear old Robinson's one day recently,
NEW S OF THE TU RF
that there was no accident about the
friend comes the news of Elbridge
Millard,
when he went to Spruce ' of stair-climbing. My last climb up i know the road so well that one
On the outskirts of Marlboro we
.
,
,
S. Pitcher beingelected supervisorof i Head to have his boat repaired.
the tower I counted the steps five nardly has to touch the steer- decided to cut across through S outh- 1 Interesting Items A bout me
....
is
music of the Belfast schools to suc stopped on his return trip for a short from the ledge on which the tower ing wheel until Thomaston
boro to the new Bcston-Woicester
T ree Horses Collected By
i would like for a syndicate of horseceed Mrs. Ethel Lee Wardwell who visit with his sister. Mary D. Lord ol rests to the main deck and then 135 : reached.
q
H atch
men t0 buy anywhere from six to a
steps to the upper bridge deck, to ta l! All was serene in the picturesque turnpike. On our way through
recently resigned to go to Castine Loudville.
140 steps Elmer puts it about 98j village of Gen. Knox's one-time home I Southboro we passed St.Marks
—
----dozen foals of 1933, put them in the
Normal school to head the music
Keeper Robinson and Thomas McHarrie Jones, secretary of the In - jlanqs Of a gggq colt man who would j
stair steps I measured the risers and soon signs advised us th at School, an Episcopal school for boy,
department. Mr. Pitcher's last ap- Affe of Fisherman Island were in
pointment was in Pittsfield.
| Boothbay for mail and supplies re- iWebster: riser: among joiners, the Waldoboro lay to our left and while and one of the most noted in New dianapolis Speed Sale Co., was for- employ capable assistants and bring
upright board of a stair) and found it I we sympathize with the gcod towns- England.
Soon we were on the merly a well known trainer and race them along according to whatever
When Mrs. Pitcher was appointed ! cently.
celebrated Boston to Worcester driver He gave two Maine owned capacity they might indicate not for- '
people
who
dislike
to
have
U.
S
No.
was
only
5t4
inches.
I
measured
the
to the position of supervisor of music j Elmer Robinson is attending school
Turnpike. This stretches from Bos horses their fastest records both be- getting that the fair two year old if ,
in Belfast, where she served for 26! at Boothbay and boarding with Mrs riser of a stair in our chateau and it 1 pass them by. we certainly co ap
measured 7 'j inches. iPigure it out preciate the self-evident advantages ton to Worcester in a practically low 2 10 George Groder of W a te r-. not hurried might be a crack three
years, Mr. Pitcher was her assistant | Aubrey Stoddard,
straight line with few curves and
looking after the music in the h ig h , Keeper Robinson recently called on for yourself: take your Algebra down j of the new road. Damariscotta was many long reaches. It consists of vllle sent him the black horse Dia- >ear old or a fair three year old prove
mond Q. and Jones gave him a lour | a sensaUotml four year ° ‘d
from the shelf). I presume thei asleep when we pased through,
school, while she did the grades and ! Keeper Staples.
perhaps, of the busy days four cement lanes, two on either side ,
which is still case of Royal Hanover.
Gyda Wilson expects to leave soon stairs of the tower were made low so dreaming,
ruial schools, then their positions
it
next summer
and
resting
j of a wide
X 'b e s l fo r^M ain e bred stallion and
that children and short-legged bipeds awaiting
awaiting
it
next
summer
and
restini
for
Littleton.
Mass.,
where
he
will
were reversed when they went to
like the S aunterer would have easy from the strenuous ones of the last. the east bound and west bound traf also the fastest four year old.
Patience is required in colt training,
Auburn, she being his assistant and spend the winter.
fic separate. All important cross
climbing.
• • • •
ail equable disposition and the ability
teaching music in 42 rooms in the
roads either go under it or are car
It is just too bad that the Roving
P ortlan d Head
A pleasant surprise awaited us in
For Horace Chenery of Belfast he to make the youngsters think they are
Auburn schools for a period of 14
Weather? Not so good this week. Reporter, in his prowl around these Wiscasset as we went through the ried over it. All other cross roads gave a record of 2.05'. to John Ward having their own way when in fact
years before she retired.
R. T. Sterling. Mrs Sterling. Miss parLs didn't climb the tower on Main street without the slight » t are guarded by traffic lights which ! son of Bingen, and also gave a mark of they are doln« the thing you wish.
Belfast. Auburn. Rockland, Port
C H. Robinson and Mrs Hilt were Ramshead hill, Middlesex Pells, and bump. The bleak appearance of remain green for through traffic 2 12’. to Stilleto C that was owned
*»
money in 9«hs if a man
land and Bangor were the first cities
observe for himself. It may be th a t many of the roadside stand, told until a car cn the side passes over! by the same gentleman.
on a ride Sunday afternoon.
has the abiIity t0 train thcm Propcrly
in Maine to have a supervisor of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling and ’«eRover doesn't care to be a mountain us that the “hot dog" with all his a treadle set in the road. The light
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and there arc plenty of instances to
music in their public schools. Many
changes to red long enough to allow
daughter Nancy of Peaks Island were goat and climb
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that
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Kelley
prove the fact.
kindred
had
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quar
a boy and girl from Belfast who has
this car to pass.
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guests this week of R. T. Sterling and
could have had $5000 for his three ,
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ters. Approaching Woolwhich we
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The
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evinced in the
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to
note
that
much
pro
the success of later years to the first
Mrs. Geneva Hall, Mr. and Mrs. passenger of a motor car who is gress has been made on the new School in Westboro (one of the state that was second in 2.014 at the late thoroughbred or running horse in
teachings, inspiration and encourage
Almon Hall and son True of St. straining every nerve as the chauf approach to the bridge and that soon reformatories for boys) we carne to Lexington. Ky., meeting. She is | New England and which appears to
ments received from Mr. and Mrs.
George called on P O. Hilt and fam feur guides th a t car up a steep hill?— it will no longer b? nece.sary lo t one the point where U. S. 20 passes under strongly favored for a future two be affecting some of our Maine horse
Pitcher, their own daughter, Gladys
the Turnpike, U. S. 20 no longer goes
The Roving Reporter]
ily Wednesday afternoon.
minute mark and has raced like a men is not really new as around 1870 '
to become dizzy guiding his car over
Pitcher, pianist, cellist and composer,
through Worchester but, just out- i
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port
mature
horse both in Maine as a two and later there were several thorough- i
that
winding
and
twisting
road
th
a
t
among them. I t was through Mr.
side of Northboro, swings on to the
land came over Tuesday evening.
bred stallions in the S tate brought in I
year old and out in Ohio at three.
now lead? to it. Our toll was willing
Pitcher that Belfast had a chorus for
new Southwest cut-off that Just
Mrs. Dow brought her knitting and I DANCE BAND SINGER
for breeding purposes rather than for
ly
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and
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would
be
ready
to
many years at the Maine Music
o f : There are a lot of colts in Maine, turf performance. One imagines that
grazes the eastern boundary of
the women turned out fancy work
pay
tw.ee
a
much
to
use
the
bridge
Festival, and he was instrumental in and conversation while a cloud of J
Worcester and goes on through
two year 0|qs anq th ree year olds j these had but a limited patronage as
as we lemcmber the many tiresome
opening the summer music school at smoke encircled the men.
Auburn
and
Oxford.
As
the
portion
1935
and ^ ere Wju
some from Gen Knox was dominating the breedhours, that we have spent in waiting
The Battery, where he had a summer
Listening in for station GDI (Great j
of
the
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on
which
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wished
to
the
saie5j
particularly
that
at New ing.field to a large extent with a lot
to get aboard the ferry.
home for many years and which he Duck Island) R. T. Sterling asks
travel lay to our left, and no left | York for not all are constituted so of his sons doing stud duty.—o . M
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passed
through
Bath
over
a
and Mrs. Pitcher have occupied each where is Keeper Andrew Kennedy
turns are permitted, it was necessary they can pass up a yearling at $75 or Hatch in the Bangor Daily News.
route that was new to us and we were
season.
for us to pass over the bridge and $100 that is of a line of breeding that
and his pen. Come on there, we’re
glad to see more of the residential
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then swing right down a long curv need stop nowhere along the fast
tuned in.
section than one sees over the usual
Miss Pitcher has tohd me of Edward
ing ramp on to the road. This is a record route until final arrival.
Good Timers Club met Wednesday
route. Then we bumped along to
Ransom, tenor, who was assisting with Mrs. Annie Thomas and lunch
fine three lane road widening to four j
Brunswick. Rumor says that this
artist in the Kitty McLaughlin con was served at noon. Present were
One of the most sensational pacers
on most of the hills and at most of
section
is to be rebuilt and we hope the intersections, a sure sign th a t!
cert a year ago this summer. He Grace Dow, Marian Soule, Myra Rob
of Maine in the past season was A E
rudior is correct. Once on the cement
sang very successfully last year with ertson. Mollye Mitchell. M artha Ster
some day it will be a four lane strip. Webber's four year old Royal Hanover
at Brunswick it seemed only a m atter
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• • • •
the Montreal Opera Company. Miss ling, Adora Hilt and Annie Thomas
2.07'4, that was equal to two sec
of a few minutes when Freeport and
After travelling about seven miles onds off that and he cost right around
Pilcher heard him in his debut with also one guest Mrs. Perris. A happy
Yarmouth were reached and then we pass the extreme tip of Lake the century figure. Maralie Hanover “Stops You At the Stations of the
the company in "Louise", and was time was passed.
World"
from the brow of the hill in F al Quinsigamond and just beyond we that raced in 2 09', at two. 2.04'i at
delighted, not only With his singing
mouth we caught our first glimpse of pass under the
Worcester to three, and was second in 2.01'. is an 
but with his acting which she thought
W E S T W A S H IN G T O N
Casco Bay, a little foggy but still Providence and the Cape road. This other th at tost about $100 and the
might be his weak point, but he both
Mrs. Mame Partridge of Windsor
beautiful.
I road is tied up to ours with the usual [ fact that one man—Jack Kingsley
442 MAIN ST.,
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sang and acted like a veteran. He is visiting her sister Mrs. Grace Bart
• • • ■
four curving ramps. In a few selected both and gave them their
did quite a bit of concert work around lett.
Then carrie Portland. Nearly a moments we pass the Worcester
New York during the year and among
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman made
third of our trip covered and it was sewage disposal plant, the purpose
these was an appearance with Rose a visit Sunday at the home of Mr.
only a little’after eight. As we passed of which becomes clearly evident
FLORIDA
Bampton somewhere on Long Island. and Mrs. Dexter Woodbury of Jeffer
over the Baxter Boulevard we thought when the weather is warm. Another
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He is at present having a round of son.
auditions, etc., in New York, and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert and
Spanish soprano who will sing to what a good plan it would be to dam important intersection, but this time
the
tango rhythms of Aaxicr Cu- the entrance at Tukey's Bridge so we ride over the second Worcesterlining up definite work for the winter. Birdell Hibbert were Augusta visitors
gat’s Carioca band on the “Let’s that Back Bay could be always at
Providence route. And now, like all
His wife is a sister of Charles Hack Tuesday.
Dance” program, first three-hour
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
Miss Marjorie Johnston spent the show in radio history to be broad high water and the distressful flats good things, the cut-off comes to an
e tt’s wife.
An enjovable view from our spaeious ground-floor porches,
• • • •
cast every Saturday night begin always under water. Pausing only end and we swing out on to the
weekend with Evelyn Wellman.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
long enough to get some gas and Worcester-New London road.
The Rubinstein Club members who
Mrs. Lina Bartlett visited Tuesday ning Dec. 1 over NBC.
avoiding th e business section' we
motored to Portland to meet Mrs. with Miss Evelyn Bartlett of Wash -1
June to
However, U. S. 20 travels on this
were soon on the road to Saco and for a very short distance and very
Booklet
John Alexander Jardine, president ington.
October
on
Biddeford After leaving these in  soon swings off to the right on a
of the National Federation of Music
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and
H otel
dustrial centers and after passing broad, rough-surfaced macadam road.
Application
Clubs, brought back a delightful family of Razorville were at Mr. and
M a selyn n
through the busy little town of K en This is a comparatively new road,
picture of that gracious and efficient Mrs. Alton Wellman’s Sunday.
S tam ford
H. H. Mase
nebunk, our road through Wells, yet, only this summer, has it been
woman. She has been actively en
Mrs. Katie Kennedy, Dorothy MarCorner Second Street
D el. Co.
Manager
Ogunquit and York was rath er found necessary to widen it for near
gaged in club, state and National son and Gloria Hibbert were callers
and First Avenue
N. Y.
deserted looking with row after row ly twenty miles. On the brow of a
Federation activities for the past 15 Saturday on Mrs. Edson Wellman.
M oderate R ates
of roadside stands well shuttered for hill at our left just before we pass
years. When president of the Fargo
Miss McKnight, who visits the
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
the winter although traffic was n ea r through Charlton City, we get a view
(N.D.I Music Club, she became school each Friday gave an interest
4 ♦ ♦ ♦
V
fi>
ly as Ijeavy as it is during the sum  of the large group of buildings that
interested in the organization o f a ing talk last week concerning China,
mer with Massachusetts cars p re make up the Massachusetts Masonic
State Federation of Music Clubs, and and illustrated her address with cos
dominating.
served as state president for many tumes which the pupils put on to
Home, one of the finest institutions of
T E L . 1191
T IL L S O N A V E N U E
Just a sh o rt jump of 20 miles from
years. She is an honorary member show how boys and girls dress in that
ROCKLAND, M E.
Portsmouth to Newburyport. In this
of the Connecticut Federation of country.
(Continued on Page Pour)
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FO RESEES
S T R IF E
IN
S A A R — E d w in C. H ill, f a 
m ous C B S c om m entator ora,
th e H u m a n Side of the N e w t,
p re d ic ta th a t the pleb iscite
in th e S a a r V a lle y of Ger
m an y on J an u a ry 15 w ill go
down as one of the m ost
om inous even ts in h is to ry .
T h e S a a r, he says, c onsti
tu te s th e greatest th re a t to
■ peace in Europe. —

A L L U R IN G
N E G L IG E E —
D is tin c tly E m pire in s ty le I t
th e a llu rin g negligee w o r n ,
by G in g e r Rogers, p o p u la r
m o tio n p ic tu re actress. I t i s 1
m ad e o f orchid chiffon w h ic h i
fa lls in graceful rip p le s o v e r !
an o rc h id satin and lace s lip .]

■H O T E L
BELLEVUE

BEACON

STREET

BO STO N

Ideal location on Beacon H ill,
beside the State House, and
overlooking Boston Com m on
and P ublic Gardens.

RESTA U RA N T
a la carte and table d 'b o U

C lu b Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

CAFETERIA
Pleasant, outside location fac
ing B o w d o in an d Beacon
Streets. M odern and up-todate.
A variety o f foods
moderately priced.
EU RO PEA N PLAN RATES

Rooms w ith o u t bath

$2.00 up
Rooms w ith bath

$3.00 up
Special rates for
permanent occupancy

BO STO N

H ouse-Sherm an, Inc.

M IA M I’S

Id e a l Resort H o te l
HOTEL

FISH and
LOBSTERS
FEYLER’S

GRALYNN

F IR S T C LA S S

TRUCKING SERVICE
A N D F U R N IT U R E M O V E R S
F O S T E R ’S T R A N S F E R

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

Russell
Funeral Home
Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell. Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier
Branches at Union and Rockport
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2350

